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EDITORIAL
Institute’s Magazine Review
It is known that Lendi Institute of Engineering and
Technology has successfully stood at the forefront of
the engineering education for a decade. On behalf
of the annual magazine committee, we congratulate
all those who directly or indirectly contributed to the
growth and development of the organisation for the
past ten years. Albeit, engineering education has
Dr
Dr
Dr.. K
K.. Ramesh
Dr.. U
U.. Mohan Rao
been greatly affected across the country, Lendi
Editor in Chief
Co-author, Editorial
Institution of Engineering and Technology (LIET) Dept. of S&H, LIET
Dept. of EEE, LIET
stood-up in a dynamic place among the institutions
of its age group. One of its critical achievements was securing 'A' grade from the National
Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC). The institution has also applied for the National
Board of Accreditation (NBA) and the team would be visiting the campus.
During last two years, significant amendments have been declared in Indian education policies,
particularly in the technical education system. Henceforth, institutions will definitely be questionable
without qualitative and quantitative academic strategies. It is hereby conveyed to the entire student
community and staff members at large to continue with their efforts in putting the institution's flag
high. Since its inception institute has a tradition to release an annual report in the name of
Annual Newsletter or Annual Magazine covering the achievements and overall progress of that
year. Glimpses of the last three editions of the magazine are presented here, i) Newsletter (Campus
Communiqué) released in February 2015 was edited by Dr K. Ramesh with 23 printed pages. ii)
Annual Magazine for 2015-16 and 2016-17 academic years edited by Dr K. Ramesh and were
released with 56 printed pages each. The previous magazines and newsletters have been pictured
with the support of the advisory boards and sincere involvement of the Team English, LIET. The
decennial edition of the annual magazine is also a combined report of student and faculty
contributions towards branding the institution. This issue rouses with patron messages including
articles, achievements, paintings etc., for the first time, the annual magazine has come up with
exciting student prizes for individual contributions in making the magazine a great success.
We are happy to work with on the decennial edition of the college annual magazine. The authors
of this editorial convey sincere thanks to the management, Principal and Vice Principals (Admin
and Academics) for providing this opportunity. The magazine committee of this edition is a great
team to work with and suggestions of Dr T. Haribabu are acknowledged. The support of the
magazine advisory board, student/faculty coordinators and contributions from all the authors
are also greatly acknowledged. It is expected that Dr T. Haribabu, acts as a reviewer to open the
review comments on the day of the magazine release, hence authors will remain thankful for his
review comments.
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SOME GLIMPSES OF STAFF ACHIEVEMENTS

Name of The Staff :
Dr.. Ramesh Bharathi bidkar
bidkar,, ECE
Dr
Achievement
Ph.D awarded in 2017

Name of The Staff :
umar
Mr.. D. Naresh K
Kumar
umar,, ECE
Mr
Achievement
Ph.D thesis submitted (04-12-17)

Name of The Staff :
ramod K
umar
Mr.. A
A.. PPramod
Kumar
umar,, ECE
Mr
Achievement
Ph.D thesis submitted (19-9-17)

Name of The Staff :
Mr.. M. Gangu Naidu, S&H
Mr
Achievement
Ph.D thesis submitted (04-01-18)

Name of The Staff :
ATNAIK
Mr.. U
U.. KARTHEEK PPA
TNAIK,, CSE
Mr
Achievement
Best TTeacher
eacher Award by LLendi,
endi, 2017

Name of The Staff :
Dr.. Satish Pujari, Mech
Dr
Achievement
Best TTeacher
eacher Award by LLendi,
endi, 2017

Name of The Staff :
VS Acharyulu
Mr.. B
BVS
Mr
Achievement
Best TTeacher
eacher Award by LLendi,
endi, 2017

Name of The Staff :
.D
., ECE Dept.
.O.D
.D.,
Dr.. M. Rajan Babu, H.O
Dr
Achievement
Best TTeacher
eacher Award by LLendi,
endi, 2017

Name of The Staff :
V.. Mounika Revathi, CSE
Ms. V
Achievement
APSLET2017 Qualified

Name of The Staff :
.V
.D
., S & H Dept.,
.V.. Narasimham, H.O
.O.D
.D.,
Sri KK.V
Achievement
Best TTeacher
eacher Award by LLendi,
endi, 2017
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OUR BEST IN CLASS INFRA

FREE OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE LAB

C & IT Work Shop Lab

PHYSICS LAB

MECHANICAL LAB

OS, JAVA & DBMS Lab

ENGLISH LAB

CHEMISTRY LAB

REASEARCH & DEVELOPMENT LAB
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OUR BEST IN CLASS INFRA

Free open Source Software lab

Instrumentation
OS, JAVA&&Central
DBMSSystem
Lab Lab

SIMULATION LAB

ENGG. WORKSHOP LAB

FM & HM Lab
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Instrumentation & Central System Lab

Heat Transfer Lab

Free open Source Software lab

Instrumentation
OS, JAVA&&Central
DBMSSystem
Lab Lab

RO WATER PLANT

SOLAR PLANT

ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES
FACULTY PUBLICATIONS
Department

International

ECE
EEE
CSE
MECH
S&H

7
13
14
2
2

National
Journals

Patent
Journals

Conferences

Workshops

2

6
8
4
2
2

33

1

23
2

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
DEP
ARTMENT OF ECE
DEPARTMENT

Key Note on"Aspects of VLSI design
using eda tools " by Sri.K. Ramesh
Naidu, Sr.manager, Core el Tech.

DEP
ARTMENT OF EEE
DEPARTMENT

Guest and Management during the FDP
programme by the Department of EEE

Key Note on "Internet of Things
(Iot)-with hands on experience"
by Sri Ranadeer Babu, Tech Meet
Ceo.

Key Note on "Internet of Things (Iot)with hands on experience"
by Sri Ranadeer Babu, Tech Meet
Ceo.

Guest Lecture on
Recent Trends in Power Systems

Guest Lecture on
Introduction to MATLAB
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ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES
DEP
ARTMENT OF CSE
DEPARTMENT

A one Day workshop on " Black
Chain Technology "conducted by
department of CSE and APITA on
20th February 2018
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2 Day workshop on "Cyber Security
and Crypto Currency " Conducted
by department of CSE on 16th and
17th Feb 2018

A one Day Workshop On
"NS2 & Qual Net" conducted by
department of CSE on February
2018

A 5- Day FDP on "Hadoop
Hortonworks" Conducted by
Department of CSE and ICT
Academy form 2nd February 2018
to 6th February 2018

A one Day Guest Lecture by Prof.
Pallam Setty Garu,Professor Andhra
University on IoT & WoT Conducted
by Department of CSE

2 Day workshop on Gateways' to R
& D Companies from 21st to 23rd
August 2017

A two Day Android App
Development workshop (A Student
Centric WorkShop) department of
CSE on 29th July 2017.

CENTRAL LIBRARY REPORT
ABOUT LIBRAR
Y:
LIBRARY
The central library established in October 2008 has been a vital role in the success of the institute. Our Library
provides, a first of its kind centralised Air conditioned Reading Room under CC Surveillance in the entire coastal
Andhra Pradesh. The central library of LENDI presently covers a total user area of 527 sq. Mtrs, with a seating
capacity of 180. We are maintaining Textbook section, Circulation section, Reference books, Placement and Personality
Development books, Journals, Newspapers & Magazines section and a Digital library. We are maintaining previous
Question Papers, Project Reports and Articles as an institutional repository and reprography services. The Circulation
Process is inbuilt Ez-Library Software with the help of Barcode facility.
BOOKS (2851 TITLES)
28953 (V
OL
UMES)
(VOL
OLUMES)
PERIODICALS (Hard Copies)
a) International journals
04
b) National Journals,
46
c) Magazines
14
d) CD's
650
e) News Papers
07
The above-acquired documents have been classified, catalogued and kept ready for use. Special care is taken
to neatly maintain the library stacks in order to facilitate users to locate the desired document quickly and to replace
the worn out tables quickly.
E -Resources:
As a package of E-journals, Central Library subscribed...
IEEE (ASPP) 169 international journals
ASME - 28 Journals
Science Direct (Elsevier) 275
Springer
McGraw - Hill Access Engineering
J-Gate
ASTM Digital Library
DELNET (Developing Library Network)
National Digital Library
Reading Section
NPTEL Videos
Videeya E-Books (120 E-Books)
DIGIT
AL LIBRAR
Y:
DIGITAL
LIBRARY
The reading area in the library has state of art Network
connectivity access to the Internet and 25 PCs are meant
for users to access databases, E-books, E-journals and
other E-resources. We can use the facility for taking
printouts from the E-resources. It facilitates 12604 ETutorials of NPTEL, IIT Madras, IIT Bangalore, IIT
Kharagpur, IIT Delhi, and also our college has been a
member of National Digital Library and DELNET
Digital Library
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STUDENT'S OUTLOOK ON LIBRARY

Our library is a power hub of information is stored, generated and
transferred to fulfill the users need and provide vaste Collection of
Electronic resources
-Ms. T Rama LLakshmi
akshmi Harini - EEE (15KD5A0253)

Our library provides a lot of collection like text books, reference
books, periodicals, online resources, project works, and newspaper
etc. to gain more knowledge
- Ms. V
eja Sri- CSE (14KD1A05F0)
V.. TTeja

Library collect a variety of information sources and offer various services
for supporting instructional, research and learning activities play a key
role in society by preparing future generations to use the acquired
knowledge to fulfil their responsibilities more effectivelyMr
Mr.. K Bharadwaj - ECE (14KD1A0466)

College library provides adequately take care of the curriculum and
extra curriculum materials as well as recreational reading materials
and provide web based information
- Mr
ardhan - MECH (14KD1A03A9)
Mr.. V V Ashok V
Vardhan

A Book is a best friend ever that one can have and library is a place the
birth of many ideas. So according to my Knowledge our Library is my
best friend. - First Year
- T V J Sai Kiran K
umar (17KD1A04F8)
Kumar
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STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS
ACADEMIC TOPPERS COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 2017-18

KASA BHA
VANA
BHAV
Regd. No. 14KD1A0560
Per : 86.18, 4th Year

BANTUP
ALLI JA
YAMADHURI
BANTUPALLI
JAY
Regd. No. 15KD5A0502
Per : 85.90, 4th Year

MAND
AP
ATI ANEESHA
MANDAP
APA
Regd. No. 14KD1A0582
Per : 83.69, 4th Year

KONDRU CHANDINI PRIY
A
PRIYA
Regd. No. 15KD1A0570
Per : 87.52, 3rd Year

R SEKHAR VID
YAMADHURI
VIDY
Regd. No. 15KD1A05D5
Per : 86.80, 3rd Year

CHADUVULA POLA VENKA
VENKATTA SOWMY
SOWMYAA
Regd. No. 15KD1A0528
Per : 85.40, 3rd Year

NARA
YANAM SWETHA
NARAY
Regd. No. 16KD1A05B5
Per : 9.3, 2nd Year

NIHARIKA PPALAP
ALAP
ALLI
ALAPALLI
Regd. No. 16KD1A05B6
Per : 9.2, 2nd Year

BORRA GA
YATRI
GAY
Regd. No. 16KD1A0526
Per : 8.9, 2nd Year

ANDHA
VARAPU LA
VANY
A
ANDHAV
LAV
ANYA
Regd. No. 16KD1A0511
Per : 9.2, 2nd Year

TEKI SAMYUK
THA
SAMYUKTHA
Regd. No. 16KD1A05G8
Per : 8.9, 2nd Year
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STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS
i) Achievements and Awards:
1.

S Sai Sudha, T Monika, N Roshini, K SatyaSravya,
N Manusha, K Chandini Priya participated in
"Women of the new Millennium Series Hackthon" held
on 25th and 26th November at Micro Soft Campus,
Hyderabad.

2.

G Vijay Kumar Varma was selected as a brand
ambassador for IIM Banglore.

3.

N Roshini was selected for the Excellent Drawing prize
in Yuva Bharat International startup,Visakhapatnam
and selected as employed in "Star Features Pvt. Ltd."
US based company.

4.

Mr. Vijay Kumar Varma, Mr. Harikesh, Mr. Dhathatraya Sharma were selected as finalists in Empresario-2018,
taken strategy of skilled unemployment in youth can be solved by bridging gaps between employer and
employee conducted by IIT Kharagpur.

CO
CTIVITIES Academic Y
ear: 2017-18
CO--CURRICULAR AND EXTRA CO
CO--CURRICULAR A
ACTIVITIES
Year:
♦

T. Bhimeswara Reddy, M. Hari Surya, T. Mounika form II CSE participated in "IOT USING RASPBERRY PI3,
WORKSHOP" conducted by TPIST form 1st August 2018 to 3rd August 2018.

♦

B. Lakshmi Sravya, II CSE participated in "SHE BUILD TECH, A SMART CITY INITIATIVE" workshop from 19th
August 2018 to 20th August 2018.

♦

All the II CSE Students participated in "WORKSHOP ON GATEWAY TO R&D COMPANIES" organised by LIET
form 21st August 2017 to 23rd August 2017.

♦

G. Uday Pavan Kumar, G. Uday Pavan Kumar, R. Suresh Kumar, T. Samyuktha have participated in "WORKSHOP
ON IOT " conducted by LIET on 24th August 2017.

Workshop on gateway to r&d companies workshop
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M Sai PPranavi
ranavi IV CSE student participated in
"W
omen's PParliament
arliament "organized by
"Women's
Government of Andhra PPradesh
radesh

STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS
♦

A SHANMUKH, V. LAVANYA, T. NAVYA SREE , N.ROSHINI, B.VANI SRI DIVYA, CH.LOHITH, TANGUDU NAVYA
SRI, VEDULA LAVANYA participated in "YUV BHARAT 2 DAY INTERNATIONAL STARTUP WORKSHOP "
conducted by Yuvabharat startup company ,Visakhapatnam from 14th December 2017 t0 15th December
2017.

♦

A SHANMUKH ,III CSE participated in "WORKSHOP ON ETHICAL HACKING " organized by IIITH from 16th
October 2017 to 17 October 2017.

♦

SAI KEERTHI,N. SANTHOSHI MITHRAVINDA,P. NIRUPAMA, P. NIHARIKA participated in "CSI STATE LEVEL
STUDENT CONVENTION -2K18 WORKSHOP ON IOT" organized by Gayatri Engineering
College,Visakhapatnam, 1st and 2nd Feb 2018.

♦

SIBBALA N MANUSHA, TEKU MOUNIKA participated in "SHE BUILDS TECH WOMAN OF THE NEW
MILLENNIUM SERIES HACKATHON " organized by MICROSOFT CAMPUS, HYDERABAD on 25th and 22nd
November 2017.

♦

P. DHARMENDRA NAYAK, S. SARANYA, V. ITHARA, S. N. MANUSHA, P. SIREESHA, SHANMUKH form III CSE
participated in "TWO DAY WORKSHOP ON JAVA APPLICATION" organized by LIET on 25th September
2017.

♦

S. DHARANI TEJASREE, V. SITHARA form III CSE participated in "ONE DAY WORKSHOP ON ROBOTS "
organized by SITAM on 4th January 2018.

♦

S. DHARANI TEJASREE, V. SITHARA form III CSE participated in "ONE DAY WORKSHOP ON ROBOTS "
organized by SITAM on 4th January 2018.

♦

All the 4th B.Tech Students participated in "(IMPACT-2018) National Conference" on 5th January 2018.

♦

SIRISHA PORIPALLI, SARIPALLI SAI SUDHA, RAJINI SIRIPURAPU, RAJINI SIRIPURAPU form III CSE participated
in "6 Day Project based on training program on 7 Robots in 6 Days" organized by Skyfi Labs Center, Coimbatore
form 11th to 16th December 2017.

♦

N. SANTHOSHI MITHRAVINDA, P. RUPAMA, SAIKEERTHI form II CSE participated in "Microsoft AEP Skill
Development Program, SDP Challenge organized by GAYATRI VIDHYA PARISHAD COLLEGE FOR DEGREE
ENGINEERING, VISAKHAPATNAM on 2nd Feb 2018.

♦

BEHARA SAHITHYA, G. ASHA LATHA, G. ASHA LATHA form II CSE participated in "TECH TALKS AT DIGITAL
SUMMIT 17" organized by MIRACLE SOFTWARE SYSTEMS form 13-12-17 to 15-12-17.

♦

M. MADHU SUDHAN, NUTHANA, B. THANUJA, B. DHARANI form II CSE participated in "WORKSHOP ON
IOT " organized by LIET on 24-08-17.

♦

All the II B Tech Students participated in "Youth Money Olympaid 2018, Financial Literacy" organized by LIET
online platform on December 2017.
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STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS
ACADEMIC TOPPERS ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICA
TION ENGINEERING 2017-18
COMMUNICATION

CH
.HARSHA V
ARDHINI
CH.HARSHA
VARDHINI
Regd. No. 14KD1A0426
Per : 88.1, 4th Year

K .B
.SIRISHA
.B.SIRISHA
Regd. No. 14KD1A0476
Per : 85.7, 4th Year

A .JHANSI
Regd. No. 14KD1A0410
Per : 84.7, 4th Year

K
.LEELA RANI
K.LEELA
Regd. No. 15KD1A0480
Per : 88.86, 3rd Year

P.HIMA BINDHU
Regd. No. 15KD1A04B6
Per : 87.47, 3rd Year

L.BHARA
THI
.BHARATHI
Regd. No. 15KD1A0483
Per : 87.0, 3rd Year

K
.V
ARALAKSHMI
K.V
.VARALAKSHMI
V.JY
OSHNA MOUNIKA
.JYOSHNA
Regd. No. 16KD1A04H1 Regd. No. 16KD1A0487
Per : 9.24, 2nd Year
Per : 9.2, 2nd Year

B.SREE VIDHY
A
VIDHYA
Regd. No. 16KD1A0427
Per : 9.2, 2nd Year

K .BINDUK
OUSAL
YA
.BINDUKOUSAL
OUSALY
Regd. No. 16KD1A0470
Per : 9.2, 2nd Year

CO
CTIVI
TIES
CO--CURRICULAR AND EXTRA CO
CO--CURRICULAR A
ACTIVI
CTIVITIES
Academic Y
ear: 2017-18
Year:
1.
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Ms. Swapna Lenka, Ms Cherukuri Ramya , Ms. Gorripati Maneesha , Ms.Bobbadi Geetha
, Ms. Mercy Kelvina are participated a workshop on automobile &Engine Mechanics
Organized by Robosapiens Technologies Pvt. Ltd. at IIT-Kharagpur.

STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS
ACADEMIC TOPPERS ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 2017-18

V.NARASINGH
Regd. No. 15KD5A0257
Per : 86.7, 4th Year

M.KEERTHI
Regd. No. 14KD1A0241
Per : 85.99, 4th Year

CHANDRA SEKHAR
Regd. No. 15KD1A0262
Per : 85.4, 3rd Year

BANGAR RAJU
Regd. No. 15KD1A02B2
Per : 85.32, 3rd Year

M.K
UMAR
M.KUMAR
Regd. No. 17KD5A0220
Per : 8.9 , 2nd Year

JA
GADEESW
ARI
JAGADEESW
GADEESWARI
Regd. No. 16KD1A0269
Per : 8.86, 2nd Year

Student achievements:
♦ Our students P.MADHU won the1st prize in the SKILL Development and Employment Generation at Lendi college
By DRDA-EGM Vizianagaram on 15-07-2017.
♦ Our students P.MADHU won the1st prize in the Essay Writing conducted by LIET, on the event of 50th ENGINEERS DAY.
♦ Our students P.MADHU won the1st prize in the POWER POINT PRESENTATION conducted by LIET, on the event
of 50th ENGINEERS DAY
.BHA
VY
A SREE
.DEDEEPY
A won BEST INNOVATION AWARD and
♦ Our students A . VEENA MADHURI, A
A.BHA
.BHAVY
VYA
SREE,, B
B.DEDEEPY
.DEDEEPYA
rewarded with cash prize of 10,000/- in Project Expo conducted by AITAM-TEKKAL, on the event of VIRTUSA2K17
.HARINI, SS.ROHINI,
.ROHINI, M.KEERTHI, K
.MADHURI won 2ndprize in the Project Expo conducted
.R.L
K.MADHURI
♦ Our students T.V
.V.R.L
.R.L.HARINI,
by SRIVISHNU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING FOR WOMEN.
URI PPA
AVAN SAI K
UMAR secured 1st prize in the Project Expo conducted by V.N.R and V.K.R
♦ Our student ATL
TLURI
KUMAR
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY,GUDIVADA.
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STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS
YAK
,T
.DINESH SHANKAR won 1st prize in paper presentation and rewarded with cash
♦ Our students YOGI NA
NAY
AK,T
,T.DINESH
prize of 4000/- in Paper Presentation conducted by Department of EEE,PRAGATHI COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING,
EXULT-2017.
VY
A, M.SOWJANY
A, won 2nd prize in Paper Presentation and rewarded
.N
.UMA DEVI, P.SREE SRA
♦ Our students L.V
.V.N
.N.UMA
SRAVY
VYA
M.SOWJANYA
with cash prize of 3000/- conducted by GMR-IT, STEPCONE-2K18.
♦ Our student T.V
.VARSHA
ARSHA won the 1st prize in the ESSAY WRITING under local IE CHAPTER on the event of 50th
ENGINEERS DAY.
VY
A SREE
,B
.V
ASA
VI,B
.DEDEEPY
A ,S
.ROJA DEVI,M.SIV
ANI won the best participations in the
♦ Our students A .BHA
.BHAVY
VYA
SREE,B
,B.V
.VASA
ASAVI,B
VI,B.DEDEEPY
.DEDEEPYA
,S.ROJA
DEVI,M.SIVANI
work shop on "BEST PRATICES IN ENERGY CONSERVATION,ENERGY AUDIT &KNOWLWDGE TRANSFER"
.ANIL K
UMAR, B
.V
ASUDHA
.LIKITHA won the 1st prize in Project Expo
A SREE
VY
KUMAR,
B.V
.VASUDHA
ASUDHA,, and CH
CH.LIKITHA
♦ Our students A .BHA
.BHAVY
VYA
SREE,, B
B.ANIL
and rewarded with cash prize of 1000/- conducted by LIET, on the event of 50th ENGINEERS DAY.
.BHA
VY
A won the1st prize in the Junk-Yard conducted by LIET, on the event
♦ Our students A .VEENA MADHURI, A
A.BHA
.BHAVY
VYA
of 50th ENGINEERS DAY.

ACADEMIC TOPPERS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 2017-18
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K.B
.S
.B.S
.S.. CHANDRIKA
Regd. No. 14KD1A0355
Per : 86.63, 4th Year

K. CHANDRA SEKHAR
Regd. No. 14KD1A0381
Per : 85.75, 4th Year

S.V
YA RA
O
.V.. DHANUNJA
DHANUNJAY
RAO
Regd. No. 15KD1A03A2
Per : 86.99, 3rd Year

K. BHARA
TK
UMAR
BHARAT
KUMAR
Regd. No. 15KD1A0341
Per : 86.79, 3rd Year

N.V
ARI
.V.. BALESW
BALESWARI
Regd. No. 16KD1A0372
CGPA : 9.03, 2nd Year

P. YESW
ANTH
YESWANTH
Regd. No. 16KD1A0385
CGPA: 8.83, 2nd Year

STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENT OF S & H
OBST
ACLE A
VOIDING ROBO
T USING ARDUINO
OBSTA
AV
ROBOT
There are a wide range of technology platforms, or protocols
on which a rovers, even robots can be built. So my project can
be considered as a mini robot which was built using arduino
circuit boards and some external devices like ultra sonic sensors,
motor shields, corresponding to the arduino. These arduino
boards proved electronic projects are not just a part of
professionals but also a good platform for many technically
graduating students to know the world in a practical way. In
this model I am using a basic arduino UNO and ultrasonic
sensors which senses the objects in front of it and avoids the
body to get collided respective to it. The future applicative view
of this mini robot is, it can be highly advisable to the future
automobiles to prevent many road accidents and the present
applied point is, it is often using in army and military as an E- SPY. Along with that my robot can be controlled using my
mobile phone with a Bluetooth module both in manual and automated ways.
Ch. Suryo Sasidhar
Sasidhar,, 17KD1AO215, LENDI College

Our students excel at National W
omen
’s PParliament
arliament - 2017
Women
omen’s
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INNOVATIONS & INVENTIONS
EEE DEP
ARTMENT INITIA
TIVES
DEPARTMENT
INITIATIVES
1. SOLAR POWER PLANT IN OUR COLLEGE
COLLEGE::
Installed capacity: 200KWP
grid-tied or ON-Grid system
Panel specifications:
Maximum power: 310W
Open circuit voltage: 45.20V
Short circuit current: 9.14A
Maximum power voltage:36.7V
Maximum power current: 8.45A
There are 609 installedpanels on the roof top of the
Institute main block
1. South wing:15 strings
Each string has 19 panels in series connection i.e. total 285panels
2. North wing:18 strings
Each string has 18 panels in series connectioni.e. total 324 panels
2.ENERG
Y CONSERV
ATION CL
UB:
2.ENERGY
CONSERVA
CLUB:
The energy crisis in the country is becoming graver by the day and it is
every Individual's responsibility to save our natural resources. The country
is already facing a power deficit and to sustain in future power orbits, it
is essential to save now. The department of EEE has started Energy
Saving club in 2004 that focuses on bringing about a first-hand realization
of the energy crisis that we are facing today, and the effect it will have on
our future. At the beginning of each semester, department of EEE invites
all the departments in the Institute to submit the details of the laboratory
that are to be performed in the current semester. Concerned faculty
team exercises to schedule the time tables of the laboratories across the
institute such that a proper balance of load is maintained
Achievements:
1.

There is considerable change in electricity bill of the institution after the initiation of ENERGY SAVING CLUB.

2.

We got best practices award from APEPDCL.

3.

Our students got prizes in various compactions on Energy Conservation.

4.

Daily 10 minutes seminar is being delivered by the students before starting their regular class in order to improve their
communication skills.

5.

Meditation is practiced daily for 10 minutes in the first half on all working days.

6.

Singing of National anthem is also practiced daily at4:10 pm on all working days.
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INNOVATIONS & INVENTIONS

7. DEP
ARTMENT RADIO
OL
T 18.2
DEPARTMENT
RADIO:: V
VOL
OLT
Department Initiated First of its kind in
college i.e. department radio volt-18.2
which enables students to expose their
skills and communication with all the
department students using volt18.2,it
also helps easy way of announcements,
short stories and puzzles, motivational
speeches, birthday wishes, about the
day, and all practices in the department
in a synchronized manner. It has a
student and faculty team which enables
the smooth conduction of events and
operation without disturbing the class
works.

MECHANICAL DEP
ARTMENT INITIA
TIVES
DEPARTMENT
INITIATIVES
ELECTRIC BIKE
Motorcycles have been the popular transport in the present world, but due to its harmful emissions (carbon dioxide,
carbon monoxide SOX,NOX Particular matter etc.,) we have switched to ELECTRIC -SPORTS BIKE .The main
advantages in this E-BIKE is high efficiency in power train (BLDC MOTOR) ,eco-friendly, high range , noiseless,
less weight .Less weight due the body works we used that is GLASS FIBER .The main attractive part of the vehicle is
our AERODYNAMIC chassis design. We have planned to install advanced INFOTAINMENT (calling, music, gps
navigation, sound sensor), cost effective.
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FEMINA WING ACTIVITIES
SANKRANTHI SAMBARAL
U - 2018
SAMBARALU

Mrs. Sabitha Joseph, Vice
Vice-P
-President,
-P
resident, Sopra
January,,
Steria, addressing girl students on 3rd January
2018 during PPersonality
ersonality Development Session
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Mrs. SS.. Aparna, HR, Caliber TTechnologies,
echnologies,
January,, 2018
addressing girl students on 3rd January
during PPersonality
ersonality Development Session.

FEMINA WING ACTIVITIES

Student Seminars at monthly meeting on
30-12-2017

LOGO Design Competition of FFemina
emina Wing

Poster PPresentation
resentation competition

'F
ruit Day' conducted in all the departments
'Fruit

'Y
oga Day' conducted on 21-06-2017
'Yoga

'Y
oga Day' conducted on 21-06-2017
'Yoga
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
DEVELOPMENT CELL
(TRUE ENTREPRENEUR IS A DOER, NOT DREAMER)

ABOUT EDC
EDC::
Entrepreneurship in India is yet to reveal its hidden potential. It will not only help to frontier with the world leaders but also
unlock the quality of brains that we are so proud of. With this idea, Entrepreneurship Development Cell was established in
Lendi Institute of Engineering and Technology. The Entrepreneurs Development Cell act as a tool to promote entrepreneurship
and self-employment among technical students as an attractive and viable career option. EDC encourage students to
consider self employment as a career option and provide educating sessions such as Startup Showcases, Competitions, eTalks and so on and so forth. It fosters techno-entrepreneurship for generation of wealth and employment. By linking Society
with Institution EDC train and develop "Successful Technocrat Entrepreneurs" towards evergreen economic prosperity.
1. G.Prakash Babu - Training & Placement Officer- (+91)7093461111
2. Dr.P.Tirumala -Associate Professor-S&H

(+91) 9885111750

3. M.Gangu Naidu )- Assistant Professor-S&H

(+91) 9014709548

4. Rajeshwari. D - Assistant Professor -S&H

(+91) 9989438910

5. B. Neeraja - Assistant Professor -S&H

(+91) 9989477406

PROGRAMS ORGANIZED IN 2017-18:
1.

Workshop on entrepreneur skills was organized on 29th Aug,2017 by Ghiridharan Surendran (Country Manager at
Portware India), Hyderabad.This program created awareness about Entrepreneur skills like managerial aspects,
Identification of opportunities, risk management, forecasting trends of society, financial awareness etc., 80 students of
II.B.Tech & III.B.Tech from all branches were participated.

2.

Woman of the New Millennium series Hacathon Global Entrepreneurship Summit on introducing students to the
Hackthon which aims at providing solutions to various challenges faced by SHGs,SMEs and Social Entrepreneurs.
adlapudi (Managing director(title),Girls in Tech India Chairman, Girls in Tech Foundation)
Resource person Sree Divya V
Vadlapudi
and 6 girl students from III year CSE participated.

3.

Workshop on Risk Management PPractices
ractices was held on 27th Dec, 2017 by Maheshwer PPeri
eri (Chairman & Founder of
Career360), provided awareness on Identification of opportunities, Risk levels etc., 100 students of II.B.Tech & III.B.Tech
from all Branches were participated.

4.

Session on Thought provoking process by Mr
.P.R.K
.Surya TTeja
eja
Mr.P
.R.K.Surya
eja(CEO-Ihana Infoways, Hyderabad) on 4th Jan,2018.
Along with awareness, an interactive session was held on creative ideas and their feasibility. 100 students of III.B.Tech
from all branches were participated.
PROGRAMS ORGANIZED IN 2017-18
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
DEVELOPMENT CELL

PROGRAM 1: WORKSHOP ON
ENTREPRENEUR SKILLS

PROGRAM 1: WORKSHOP ON
ENTREPRENEUR SKILLS

PROGRAM 2 : WOMAN OF THE
NEW MILLENNIUM SERIES
HA
CA
THON (RO
AD TTO
O GIS)
HACA
CATHON
(ROAD

PROGRAM 3: WORKSHOP ON
GEMENT PRA
CTICES
MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES
RISK MANA

PROGRAM 2 : WOMAN OF THE
NEW MILLENNIUM SERIES
HA
CA
THON (RO
AD TTO
O GIS)
HACA
CATHON
(ROAD

PROGRAM 3: WORKSHOP ON
GEMENT PRA
CTICES
MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES
RISK MANA
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NSS ACTVITIES

REPUBLIC DA
Y
DAY

LEARNER LICENSE REGISTRA
TION
REGISTRATION

REPUBLIC DA
Y
DAY

ODF RALL
Y
RALLY

NEW YEAR CELEBRA
TIONS
CELEBRATIONS

CHRISTMAS CELEBRA
TIONS
CELEBRATIONS

CHILDRENS DA
Y(WENT TTO
O ORPHANA
GE)
DAY(WENT
ORPHANAGE)

PRANA DA
THA AW
ARD
DATHA
AWARD
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PRANA DA
THA AW
ARD
DATHA
AWARD

NSS ACTVITIES

MEGA BL
OOD DONA
TION CAMP
BLOOD
DONATION

GANESH CHA
THURTHI
CHATHURTHI

VIZIANA
GARAM UTSA
V
VIZIANAGARAM
UTSAV

SW
ATCH BHARA
T PAKHW
AD
A (AUG 1-15)
SWA
BHARAT
PAKHWAD
ADA

2017 Y
oga Day at local
Yoga
government Schools Jonnada

Independence Day

Independence Day
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Life at Lendi
4 years of engineering life is the crucial part of any student for the pavement of one's career. Lendi helped me
in discovering myself and encouraged me in all possible ways for my successful career. Lendi never treated us
as students but as its own family. It provided me the best opportunities to showcase my talents at every situation.
The entire family of lendi including management, principal sir, head of our department along with all the faculty
members are so supportive and helpful to every student in guiding us in the correct way. They provided us the
best infrastructure along with great platforms for our overall development. Some of them which helped for my
upliftment are NSS- which brought out leadership skills imbibed in me, Femina Wing which is a special team
organized for all the girl students in our college under the guidance of our faculty and principal sir, they organize
various events for girl students and created awareness among them regarding various opportunities present in
the society. Our college training and placement cell is working hard for bringing best companies and providing
good opportunities to prove ourselves and make our career successful.
M.Sai PPranavi,
ranavi, CSE-B, 14KD1A0583
In my first year I'm in excite after intermediate to arrive into a world of freshly huge Knowledge and compitetion.
In Second year and third year I'm respected and known due to the reputation I've built. I got a solidified group
of friends. Its the year where Ive got both authority and energy. Participation in extracurricular activities got a
great resource to grow as a individual; Activities I particapted got me succeeding in a college environment
because it helped me to explore the interests and talents.Time management is yet another important skill, which
I learned to manage time between academics and socialization.
But soon it's my fourth year. Senior, Citizenry moreover. All of the college experience-tailgates and summer
breaks, all-nighters and bonfires, knowlege and wisdom,learning and teaching-have turned from incidents
into anecdotes. you will never know the true value of a moment until it becomes a memory.Make the most of
the moment in LENDI. Thank you!
Anitha Ch, 4th CSE
Life of LLendi
endi
Life always given an Opportunity to excel in one’s career.
After diploma i got a opportunity to improve myself through
“LENDI” and as a member of Lendi family .
It Changed my way of life to reach my goal and succed in life.
All these four years have gone in blink of an eye. Lendi though
Me how to expose myself to world and i thank all the
Faculty , Management for showing the path to success.
I can include and that is a tree of wisdom and knowledge
where saints teach knowledge to their students.

.K Deepak K
umar
- K.V
.V.K
Kumar
umar,, 15KD5A0226, EEE

We live for making our dreams come true at every second. But it's not enough to make those dreams exist in
real. We need a platform to excel our talents, we need a platform to experience new things, we need a platform
to learn more. And!!! I can say that I'm definitely one of those who experienced all of these. I feel blessed to be
in this college because the immense support of management and faculty really matters more for a student to
pursue their dreams. Every college has its own bench mark and when it comes to this college I feel human
values, tradition, ethics are its attributes which made so much difference from others. Last but not least NSS is
the best part of Lendi Where we can develop our personality, social values Moreover how to lead a life.
G
.Indulatha
G.Indulatha
.Indulatha,, IV ECE-A
I am elated to be the part of lendi especially in the department of Mechanical.My branch sojourn me in all the
aspects of life. It created an aura in my life for every achievement that is under gone.I thank all , who guided me
with experience and dedication Finally,i thank the principal ,management and the department mechanical
who imbibed the professional & Personal skills for the lifelong learning. Thank you so much ……
K.B
.S CHANDRIKA
.B.S
CHANDRIKA,, 14KD1A0355, IV MECH
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Life at Lendi
Studying play a vital part in your life as a lendi student but you will also find an enormous amount to do in your
spare time at lendi. Studying for a degree at lendi require full focus and dedication. Lendi retains a special
place in the academic landscape of vizianagaram and in the hearts of those who live, study and teach here.
Lendi is committed for providing a safe and inclusive community for all its students in which they are all able
to thrive and feel supported. There are plenty of green spaces too like college garden which is famous as
"LENDI VANAM".
CHANDINI SALAPU
SALAPU,, IV-CSE C, 14KD1A05C0

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS
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EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS
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EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS
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EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS
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INDUSTRIAL VISITS
DEP
ARTMENT OF ECE
DEPARTMENT

3rd year students of ECE have visited Doordarshan located at Simhachalam through IETE (Institution of Electronics
And Telecommunication Engineers) chapter.
2nd year students of ECE have visited All India Radio Station located at siripuram through IEI (Institution of Engineers)
chapter.

DEP
ARTMENT OF EEE
DEPARTMENT
SPM NELLIMARLA
On 29th & 30th JAN 2018, 2nd year students visited SPM Nellimarla inorder to visualize the real scenario and
function of transformers. We learnt about fault analysis and how to deal with them. There were many transformers
and different circuit elements need for transmission. We visualized the following AB Switches, capacitor banks, winding
section, disk insulators. etc.

SPM NELLIMARLA
On 24th November 2017, 3rd year students visited SPM Nellimarla inorder to visualize the real scenario and function
of transformers. We learnt about fault analysis and how to deal with them. There were many transformers and
different circuit elements need for transmission. We visualized the following AB Switches, capacitor banks, winding
section, disk insulators..etc.
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INDUSTRIAL VISITS

APGENCO
On 28th May-10th June 2017, final year students visited APGENCO ,Vijayawada to understand and gain
knowledge about practical overview of energy generation plant.

MoUs SUMMAR
Y
SUMMARY
S.NO

ACADEMIC YEAR

1

2017-18

2

AP GENCO

3

2016-2017

4
5
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COMPANY
MATCHWELL
SOLUTIONS

AP GENCO
MATCHWELL
SOLUTIONS

2015-2016

TECH MEET

STAFF ARTICLES

Tell Me About Yourself…????
Literally,A Critical Question for a graduate in a HRInterview
Note #1.The interviewer cares less about your answer to this question rather cares more about
theconfidence, communication skills,ability to explainandpassion towards work.
Note #2.The most possible mistake one could commit is,pausing/stalling at the onset/beginning of the
answer, indicating lack of self-awareness and exhibition of poor communication skills.
Note #3.Do not dictate your academic or family details.
Interviewer:Hello, Tell me about yourself…?
Your answer acts in deciding your HR value and perhapsmake or break yourcandidature.Given Below are
some examples for the body of response followed by concluding the response
1.

“I can summarize myself in three words. X X and X” Grabs interviewer attention, Demonstrates
your ability of creativity and conciseness.

2.

“My personal philosophy is……………………”Eg:-Companies hire athletes – not shortstops. This line
indicates your thinking orbits and your commitment to stay for a long period with an organisation.

3.

“People who know me well say that I’m……………………” This answer offers insight into your own
height of self-awareness and self-assessment.

4.

“My passion is……………………” This response addressees your psychological potential and mind set.

5.

“In my schooling, I always wanted to be an employ of your firm…………………” An answer like this
shows that you’ve been preparing for this job your whole life, not just the night before.

6.

“The compliment people give me most frequently is……………………”Something like a testimonial,
this response also indicates self-awareness and Transparency.

Concluding Response to Human Resource Manager:
An Example: -”My Graduation life has been characterized by my ability to work well with diverse teams
in Laboratories and academic projects. I seek out opportunities to involve others in the decision-making
process. This collaboration and communication is what enabled me to achieve success in my academics
and put me up over here in front of your good self.”
It addresses the usage of the team members, capability of working with teams and Good sort of
communicating nature with people. As Humans(employs) are the most valuable resource of any
organization.”.........
Ultimately it’s all about answering quickly; it’s about speaking creatively and effectivelyproving
your HR potential and English language usage.

Wishing you Good Luck
Dr. U. Mohan Rao, Ph.D., MIEEE (DEIS)
Assoc. Prof., Dept. of EEE, LIET.
mohan13.nith@gmail.com, u.mohan.r@ieee.org
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STAFF ARTICLES
NPTEL LLocal
ocal Chapter -LENDI
Anji Reddy
.V
Reddy.V
.V,,

Single Point Of Contact (SPOC),
NPTEL Local Chapter,
Associate Professor,
Computer Science & Engineering
Lendi Institute of Engineering &
Technology

NPTEL is an acronym for National Programme on
Technology Enhanced Learning which is an initiative
by seven Indian Institutes of Technology (IIT Bombay,
Delhi, Guwahati, Kanpur, Kharagpur, Madras and Roorkee)
and Indian Institute of Science (IISc) for creating course
contents in engineering and science. NPTEL as a project
originated from many deliberations between IITs, Indian
Institutes of Management (IIMs) and Carnegie Mellon
University (CMU) during the years 1999-2003. A
proposal was jointly put forward by five IITs (Bombay,
Delhi, Kanpur, Kharagpur and Madras). Contents for
the courses were based on the model curriculum
suggested by All India Council for Technical Education
(AICTE) and the syllabi of major affiliating Universities
in India.These courses will conduct twice a year.
Lendi is one year old for NPTEL local chapter and
enrolled in August 2016. Our college students and
faculty together enrolled for learning various types of
courses offering by all IIT's. There are 110 candidates
attended NPTEL course exam of Jan - Apr 2017 in
which one gold medal and two toppers in respective
courses and For the July-Oct 2017 courses there are
160 candidates participated in various courses in which
there are five gold medals and three toppers in
respective courses. Based on students and faculties
performance LENDI-NPTEL local chapter, received an
award as top 100 local chapters among 1500 colleges
in India and rated 'A' grade consecutively two times.
As a co-ordinator of LENDI-NPTEL local chapter
received award from IIT-Madras.
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TIME
Time is slow
When you wait..!
Time if fast
When you are late..!
Time is deadly
When you are sad..!
Time is long
When you feel bored..!
Time is endless
When you are in pain..!
Every time, time is determined by your feelings and
your psychological conditions and not by clock.
So, have a nice time always…
KARRI SRINIV
ASA RA
O
SRINIVASA
RAO
Assistant professor, EEE
OH! MY V
ALENTINE
VALENTINE
I can't seem to get you off my mind,
And I'm sure that every time.
I close my eyes your smile is what I will see,
Because happily by your side or in your arms is where
I want to be,
AMAZING is one word that describes you,
FUNNY, CUTE, SMART and MESMERIZE are some
others that are true.
Besides though, words that got me so into you it's
those eyes,
That really got me hypnotized.
And that gorgeous smile,
That makes me want to go the extra mile.
And even though we DON'T speak,
Every time I see you I get oh so weak.
But I want to tell you how I feel,
Because every time I see you it's my heart you steal.
And besides feeling weak, I feel scared,
Because what if I tell you and for my feelings you
don't care.
So for now I'II admire from afar,
But just know that it's you I wish for when I see a
shooting star.
Did I mention my heart melts every time you look?
Or come my way,
But enough of that I just wanted to wish you a Happy
Valentine's Day
Day..
Vinay K
umar
Kumar Bhaktula, Assistant Professor, S&H

STUDENT ARTICLES
INSANE HUMANITY
When my father came to know about the incident that is happening in Syria, he came to me with a half smile in
his face and with the painful tears that were hidden deep inside of his eyes and said "once upon a time there is
a humanity, but now I see only humans but not humanity".
By listening this, my innocent brother replied " Dad, let's move to Mars, humanity is on the Mars, Earth is
left behind.
Even in this critical condition they are not asking for piece of food. They are asking for peace. Children
who already died don't know why they died. Children who are still alive know that, they are going to die.
Just imagine the whole world is sleeping and some where in the world lights are on and children are
shouting. This is not the sign of joy. Those lights are from weapons and shouts are from children to whom the
lights are directed.
They want us to be their voice.
· I'm sorry to not able to do anything.
· I'm sorry to be the one who cried on seeing your pain instead of helping you.
· I'm sorry to be the part of the world which is blind to see your sufferings.
· I'm sorry to born in such a country who is busy in it largest democracy.
2 minutes silence for those who still believe 'HUMANITY'
P. Nimisha, 17KD1AO4C7, ECE-C
A REAL ARTICLE
10-12-2017
that is the day which I remember forever…
It is Sunday…there is a holiday to our college but for exam preparation we went to clg. Only few members
attended to clg rest of are absent.
Some of our frnds decided to go home afternoon. We went off & waiting for an auto at entrance gate of
clg. some of our male frnds of our class are also with us. we all went by an auto.we halted at complex. then we
decided to returned to our homes, meanwhile on the road we saw an oldman who was fallen down whose nose
was bleeding…his shirt was full of blood,his vegetable bag was dropped away..then some of my frnds saw him
& helped him by raising up &we all gathered overhim and helped him.Then I gave my handkerchief to wipe the
blood,remaing of my fellow mates cared him by giving bottle of water which is carried by us.NO OTHER PERSON
ON THE ROAD BOTHER ABOUT THE OLDMAN..Its 2'o clock in afternoon,we 6 members asked the details of
him…he said that he was from visakhapatanam. We took him to bus stand vzm…we get him into the bus &
reminded the other members to take care of him…while we were going,he said "THANK U CHILDREN FOR
YOUR HELPING HANDS..& STAY HAPPY IN YOUR LIFE"…
ELDERS BLESSINGS ARE VERY IMPORANT. THE WORD HELPING IS ONE OF THE POWERFUL…THAT'S WHY
WE SAY -"HELPING HANDS ARE BETTER THAN PRAYING LIPS"..
Finally I want to say that your mind may arise a doubt WHO ARE THOSE 6 MEMBERS DID ALL THESE THINGS
? I proudly say that those 6 members are "LENDIANS" who belongs to 1st year, ECE (vishali, nimisha, yogesh,
harisai, manohar, pradeep) You might all think & doubt that- "IS THIS A REAL OR NOT?? But I confidently say
that for doing good things with humanity there is no need of telling lie…& this is a true incident in my life.
"THE SOLE MEANING OF LIFE IS TO SERVE HUMANITY"
So finally I want to say that,Now we are saying that.." WE SEE HUMANS BUT NOT HUMANITY..so break it &
follow as.."I SEE HUMANS WITH GREAT HUMANITY"…
VISHALI.R
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STUDENT ARTICLES

|æ≥º ø=+#Ó+ ≈£L‘· >∑D+...!!!

á Ä]ºø£˝Ÿ #·~$q ‘·s¡Tyê‘· H˚qT #ê\ Á|üuÛ≤$‘·+ nj·÷´qT .<˚e⁄&ÉT ì]à+∫q @ Á|ü|ü+#·+˝À Á|ü‹B n<äT“¤‘·+. ∫qï |ü⁄s¡T>∑T qT+&ç
m+‘√ y˚T<ÛädüT‡ ø£*–q e÷qyê[ es¡≈£î. $C≤®„q+ $C≤®„q+ nì |üs¡T>∑ T\T ô|&ÉT‘·Tqï eTq≈£î Á|üø£ ‘˚ nq+‘·$C≤®„q+.
∫qï ø°≥ø£+ ‘·q≈£î+&˚ Ä˝À#·q‘√ Jeq eTqT>∑&É≈£î #˚dæq á ∫ìï Á|ü j·T‘·ï+ n<äT“¤‘·+.Ä≈£î\ì j·T+Á‘·+>∑+>± eT\∫ @~
#˚düTÔqï á b˛sê≥+ n_Ûq+<ä˙j·T+. nìï JesêdüT\‘√ b˛\TÃ≈£î+fÒ eTìwæ Ä˝À#·HêX¯øÏÔ nr‘·+.eTìwæ ‘·\T#·T≈£î+fÒ #˚j·T˝Òì~
@~ ˝Ò<äì nq&É+ dü+<˚Vü≤+ ˝Ò<äT.m+<äTø£+fÒ ì|ü⁄Œ qT+&ç Ä|æ˝Ÿ es¡ ≈£î kÕàsYº qT+&ç yÓTÆÁø√k˛ÿ|t ‘·j·÷s¡T#˚düTÔqï $<Ûëq+ es¡≈£î Á|ür~
Á|üX¯+∫+#·e*dæq<˚. ø±˙ áHê{Ï e÷qyê[ Á|üj·÷D+ m≥TyÓ’|ü⁄ k˛wü˝Ÿ MT&çj·÷ yÓ’|ü ˝Ò<ë q÷‘·q Ä$cÕÿs¡eTT\ yÓ’|ü ?
Ä˝À#·q Ä#·s¡D≈£î <ë] rdüTÔ+~, Ä#·s¡D, mq˝Òì Á|üj·T‘·ï+ q÷‘·q Ä$wüÿs¡D\≈£î <ë] rdüTÔ+~.
á 400 $T*j·THé »HêuÛ≤˝À nãT›˝Ÿ ø£\+ |ü⁄{≤ºs¡T d”ºHé |ü⁄{≤ºs¡T, >±+BÛJ |ü⁄{≤ºs¡T, ÁoÁo |ü⁄{≤ºs¡T, sê+>√bÕ˝Ÿ es¡à |ü⁄{≤ºs¡T, ns¡T®q¬s&ç¶
|ü⁄{≤ºs¡T, s√D+øÏ >√bÕ\ø£ wüí |ü⁄{≤ºs¡T.
eT] qTe⁄« @ $<Ûä+>± Á|ü|ü+#êìøÏ |ü]#·j·T+ nyê«\ì nqT≈£î+≥THêïe⁄?
ÁoÁo >±s¡T eTqøÏ ˇø£ e÷≥ #ÓbÕŒs¡T ªªø£˙ïﬁ¯ó¢ ø±]ùdÔ ø±<äT #ÓeT≥ #·Tø£ÿ ∫+<˚ùdÔ #·]Á‘· Áyêj·T>∑\eTì,
#·~$‘˚ |ü<ë\T e÷Á‘·y˚T, Ä#·]ùdÔ nÁkÕÔ\T n$μμ.
J$‘êìøÏ nsê∆ìï ˇø£ |üs¡e÷sê∆ìï düwæº+#·+&ç. ndü\T qTe⁄« m+<äT≈£î |ü⁄{≤ºyé? @+ #˚<ë›eTì |ü⁄{≤ºyé? mes¡ì dü+‘√wü+>±
ñ+#ê\ì |ü⁄{≤ºyé? ˙ n&ÉT>∑T\ Á|üj·÷D+ m≥TyÓ’|ü⁄? ˙ >∑eT´+ @$T{Ï? nì Ä˝À∫+#·T !!!
eTìwæøÏ ø±e*dæ+~ &ÉuÒ“ ø±˙ eTìwæì Áã‹øÏ+#˚~ e÷Á‘·+ ã+<Ûë˝Ò nì >∑T]Ô+#·T.
ás√E ø√dü+ Ä˝À∫+#·&É+ H˚s¡TÃø√. ás√E eTq~ á ìeTwü+ eTq~ nqTuÛÑ$<ë›+ nqTø√+&ç.ø£cÕº\T nH˚ rsê\T
<ë{Ï dü+‘√wü+ nH˚ ˇ&ÉT¶≈£î #˚s¡{≤ìøÏ Á|üj·T‘·ï+ #Ój·T´+&ç.
á J$‘·+ eTq≈£î neTà Á|ükÕ~+∫q es¡+. ø√≥¢ sêﬁ¯ó¢ m‹Ô ≈£L©\T ø√≥\T ø£&ç‘˚ n$ H˚H˚ ø£{Ïº+#êqT nì sêE\T #Ó|ü⁄Œ≈£îH˚
>=|üŒ‘·q+ eTq≈£î e<äT›. ø£wæº+∫ |üì#˚<ë›+ Á|ü‹|òü\+ ø√s¡T≈£î+<ë+.n~Ûø±s¡+ me]~ nsTTHê eTq+ eT+∫ e÷s¡Z+˝À q&ÉT<ë›+.»qà
ì∫Ãq neTà ø√düyÓ÷, eT+∫ e÷s¡Z+˝À q&ç|æ+#˚ Hêqï ø√düyÓ÷, ˙ >∑e÷´ìï >∑Ts¡TÔ≈£î#˚dæq >∑Ts¡Te⁄ ø√düyÓ÷ ø±<äT ˙ Á|üj·÷D+. ˙
ø√dü+ nì yÓTT<ä\T ô|≥Tº.‘·|üŒ≈£î+&É $»j·T+ kÕ~ÛkÕÔyé.
j·TTe‘· y˚T\Tø√!!! á uÛ≤s¡‘êìøÏ ˙ ã˝≤ìï n+~+#·T, ˙ X¯øÏÔ j·TTøÏÔ\TqT >∑T|æŒ+#·T, ˙ Ä˝À#·q\≈£î |ü<äTqT ô|≥Tº.
n|ü⁄Œ&˚ á uÛ≤s¡rj·T+ n_Ûe ~∆ #Ó+<äT‘·Tqï <˚X¯+>± ø±≈£î+&Ü n_Ûe ~∆ #Ó+<˚ <˚X¯+>± ne‘·]düTÔ+~ !!!!
Gorle Madhavi
A DREAM
Life looks like a fairytale for some and a burdensome existence for others.somewhere we grown up watching the
success in the televisions and forgetting the fact that one day wecan also make our placein it in our way.
Society!!! People say it is the thing that matters more than the wish of his/her own ideas.. A dancer in a show can
be an inspiration for us which was shown by our parents. But the same thing would not be allowed if we pursue it.
So, wake up!!! Live for yourself
Learn whatever you want to learn There's no rule to learn only one thing
Learn the things that you would love to do them
At last! This is the only life you have to fulfill all your crazy dreams and goals Make your dreams come true with
your missions
Do what you want and pursue them in a way that it will make your name in the history of that field
And!!! In that way you can find the new person inside you
- Indu Gogula
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STUDENT ARTICLES
DAUGHTER
Daughter is not equal to 'tensions'….. but in today's world daughter is equal to Ten son's.
A father asked his daughter…..
"Who would you love more? Me or your husband ?
The best reply given by the daughter…
"I don't know really, but when I see you….. I forget him….. When I see him….. I remember you "
U can always call your daughter as "BETA"…
But you can't call your son as "BETI"…….
That's why daughter' s are very special…..
Daughter's are happiness. Daughter's are Angels.
Daughter's are like parrots in your house.
When she speaks without a break :Everyone says "will you please keep quite for sometime" ?
Father says "why there is so much of silence" ?
Mother says "Are you fine my child"?
Brother says "Are you angry with me"?
When she is married….. everyone says that all the happiness has gone from the house…..
She is the real nonstop music in the house.
She is emotional, cute, pretty, sweet and sincere always.
Her presence is never remembered…. But her absence makes all the things tasteless..
Every parent either mother or father must be proud of having daughter in became little unhappy having only
sons.. That is the speciality of daughter..
M. Sarika PPrasanna,
rasanna,
I DON'T KNOW WHY….?
It was the same day having 24hours, every hour having 60 minutes and each minute having 60 seconds. But what
is this every second is making me think like an hour and every minute making a day passed….am I tensed..? Or am
I worried…? Probably every student of 16 years faces this struggle of facing the future. But what's so special about me
… why am I thinking like this..? I don't know why…perhaps the reason is I am thinking much about my future. I still
remember that day in the month of may, a question that everyone are pinging me… do you like physics or do you
like maths and logics. I was in dilemma because I don't like both... My teacher the other moment asked me are you
going to play with high voltages or high frequencies …? I couldn't understand why all these questions make my head
heavy … I was thinking and surfing Google can't give answers for every question in life. . I didn't tell you right it was
the time of counselling and I was thinking to join ECE, EEE, or CSE or MECH. From all those confusions I decided to
join in electronics, high frequency. He reason behind it is silly. I do things very slowly i.e.; I have less time period …
so I have high frequency as frequency is reciprocal of time. It's funny right. But my life after joining in department of
ece in Lendi institute of engineering and technology changed completely. I didn't even touch equipment but completed
my physics lab with 30 /30 in intermediate. The scenario is complete is completely different now.. a complete
practical approach which made me learn things. As I believe … "marks are not knowledge practicality is knowledge
"LENDI gave me platform to learn things practically don't know why I fell in love with my department and college in
less time. Though I don't like physics this department made me love subjects even. Hope we, the students of Lendi do
more and more fascinating things and come out with flying colours…!!!
"PROUD TTO
O BE LENDIAN"
- Sree Vidhya, 16KD1A0427, II ECE-A
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RAPE
AUL
T
RAPE-- THE WOMAN'S FFA
ULT
Rape, a four-letter-word, is a sexual assault against a person without their consent. It is when a person takes a 'no'
for a 'yes', a 'stop' for a 'continue', and a 'no, don't, stop' for a 'no, don't stop'.
India is the world's largest and oldest civilization. It has the world's largest democracy and the second most
populated. Indian economy is the world's sixth largest by nominal GDP and third largest by purchasing power
parity. Ironically, it has the fourth highest rape crime in the world.
We live in a country where it is more shameful to be raped than being a rapist.
rapist.The Rapist wanders around freely
while the victim is either physically or emotionally dead.
In India, one rape case is being registered for every twenty-two minutes. On an average 92 women are raped per
a day or let's say, 33580 a year. If this is just the registered number, imagine the total rapes happening in general.
Anyway, it is never the rapist's fault. It is the woman's fault. Her fault, to wear comfortable clothes. Her fault, to
roam around during the nights. Her fault, to have male friends. It is always her fault.
Clothes that should not be worn, to avoid rape: short skirts, jeans, shorts, long skirts, sari, burka. You know
what, it is her fault to wear clothes in general. (just wondering, did anyone ever asked what the rapist was
wearing?)
Ages more prone to rape: 8 months to 80 years. Again, it is her fault to be born at all.
Thought process leading to rape: the world and people are nice, I can go out during the nights.
Seldom, the rapist is a family member or a friend or even the husband. Don't forget, marital rape is rape too.
Though there are various laws against rape the victims don't always report the sexual assault to the police because
they self-blame, feel shameful, feel powerless and are afraid of legal processes or knew the person and didn't
want to spoil their life.
And when they do report, the positive response is 22% whereas the negative is 71%.
When a person rapes, it doesn't matter if he is just a teen or he had a
promising future or his life is destroyed, he should be punished brutally.
One may think the victim forgets, but, it haunts her throughout. In fact, they relive from time to time. Rape
traumatizes, breaks and haunts the victim. From Nirbhaya to Zainab, they have been through worse and one
should never wish or do the same to any other person.
"If only men are as disgusted to rape as they are with periods the world would be a better place."
- Meghana Amirineni, II CSE
MY SOUL IS MY IDENTITY
Question yourself ?
A true story of my own experience,starts with choosing my identity. Except me no one knows who am I .
All the world identity me as the s/o my father but where is the identity to me and my soul.
Then my soul said that, stop thinking for an answer to a question from a book
"Question yourself who are you?"
Then I felt all the world stops working except me, but all the world is busy in their own works. I am the only person
with the presence of heart &absence of mind.
Then I am starts thinking, who am I & what's my identity?
Identity is not knowing my name, identity is not the 12 digits Aadhar, it's a specific proof to know who are I to the
world.
"Then I fix my aim to be a god to create an identity a my own"
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All the world and society who calls me with my father's identity, may get know who am I ? I should change their
views on my identity.
When the whole world calls my father with my identity as father of me, then I have succeed in my life & then I can
have my own attitude and identity.
When your ideas are runs faster in your mind, give a participation to your heart it faster than your mind then you
succed reading your destiny.
Eyes only can see what's the vision happening before you, but your soul can see what is happening behind that.
♦ I am the soul heaker, who can heak my heart, which can't done by any one.
♦ Before you do something, ask your heart to think what to do?
♦ I can change my thoughts & ideas from negative to positive when I use my heart instead of mind.
Why should we ask what to do, ask your soul it can say what to do with your thought. Because your soul is the best
friend to you, which is with you until your last breath and never forever……leave you.
" It leads you, It rules you, it guides you towards your life"
♦ At the time of running, why your heart is running with your frequency?
♦ Why our heart break the walls , when we are in a sad situation?
♦ Why our heart is a symbol of true love?
The answers to all these Questions is only to your soul heart, which moves you forward in to the new world.
"Be like you, Be wih you
Don't change you & your attitude for any one
If you change
You lost your soul & your own identity"
It's a fact:
" no one rules me
I'm the ruler of my soul."
My slogan to get success:
If I am clear, I don't fear.
T. PPradeep
radeep Naidu,
Naidu,17KD1A04F9
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MY TRIP IN A TIME MA
CHINE
MACHINE
Wow! Yeah! Yeah! I found time machine. I can't believethis. This is incredulous! I want to test whether it really works or
I am dreaming! Hmm, I would like to go to the time when dinosaurs used to live on land but they must be herbivores!
I want to know about different breeds of dinosaurs and I will observe their way of living and after that I will try to
knowhow the dinosaurs species were extinct from the earth. I will return to my past place then after I will go the century,
where the industrial revolution first took place and then I will meet the world renowed scientists ,philosphists ,doctors,
mathematicians and the experiments that are done to prove their theories that made the world awe-struck and
changed the shape of the world. I would like to visit the holy temples ,mosques ,churches ,Buddhist and jainist temples
and how the great persons(god) give their spiritual speeches to enhance the reality to the people and I would like to
meet the main persons who are responsible for war and made them realize how the people will suffer. It may be
impossible to stop them but I will try. I would like to visit the most serene and beautiful natural place which have a
beautiful flower garden and a small stream of water falls and the chirping of birds with a pleasant and fresh air. I would
like to go to my ancestors period and want to know how hard they struggled for the family and also want to know
traditions and rituals of my own family. It's a prodigious and everlasting moment in my life. I would like to go to the
future and want to know how the environment and technology has changed.By that I can save my present and future
generations by informing the malice effects that we people going to face in future.
♦ My trip in a time machine
Can definitely help to construct a barrier that can Change our earth's past and Future in a better way!!!
B. SW
ATHI, 15KD1A0422, ECE-A
-B
SWA
MAN
MAN,, MIND AND MODERNITY
Now a days we are having fancier houses, but broken houses. We take too much but give very little. We have
splitted the atom but prejudice with in us. We have splitted the sunlight into seven colours but we didn't gave up
selfishness. These things deals with mind, it is universal subject relevant to every human being. As technology is
developing to connect people but we are not othering about dear ones. Most of the individuals are becoming
selfish, they are not bothering about their family too. After modernization, corporate sector drastically increased
by leeps and bounce. Most of the institutions were being runned by corporate sector. They are only bothered about
ranks but not about subject. They are literating but not educating.
Most of the individuals are thinking only about 'I' and 'My'. Their thoughts are meant for 'We' and 'Us'. Day by day
the humanity is becoming vulnerable. We are running out of values and relations. This is all because we are not
consious or what we are doing and becoming steriotype. We should inculcate some hobbies, we should strive
hard for reaching our goals. If we are not aware about ourselves, use many miss ourselves at any stage of life.
One should maintain peace in life and harmony in life. One should inculcate right attitude. Everyone should think
about the good will of the society but not about their personal development. It is hard to sustain in hard consequences
but one who struggle to be good leads to pathogens to the greatness.
- P.V
.V.. Srikar
Srikar,, 17KD1A0275, 1st year EEE-B.
MO
THER - Embodiment of gods
MOTHER
According to Indian culture, mother have highest priority. Even god is secondary when compared to mother. In our
Indian tradition every person starts his education by chanting one word "Mathrudevobhava" as she is the first teacher in
every individuals life. The word "Mathrudevobhava" means "Honour to mother as god". Every Indian language starts
with letter "A" spelled as "Aa-Amma". Being a mother is a challenging role for every woman. All the uncomfortable
nights, busy days and endless efforts to look after a growing child in her womb. As child born, she weep those days in
her mind by seeing baby with vision the one and only memorable moment in every mother's life, she smiles when her
baby cries. In that even father will look after the child, the caring of mother cannot be replaced with anyone. If there is
existence of god, the only proof in the universe is the mother. There's popular saying which states that - "God created
mothers so that he could be felt everywhere". The most unselfish love we could find is mother's love. Even the marketing
minds use mother's love as a medium to promote their product by advertising.
K . Dushyanth, 1st year EEE-A.
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OPTIMISM - AN ESSENCE OF LIFE
Everyone yearns for success but only some achieve it. The people who failed to achieve, are the one who took a
back step when they are very near to success. Though the people are very clear about their goals and strive hard
diligently to accomplish them, in the mid way they surely encounter with a debacle which was not digestible by
everyone. In fact, in the way to success a failure indicates that it was not the right way to achieve the goals and
help us to identify our mistakes, so that one can rectify and make sure that those mistakes should not be repeated
in future. Optimism is something related to this kind of thought. It is a hope and belief that all good things will
happen in future, however bad the situation may seem. One must be optimistic to accept the failure as a first step
of success and then move on towards one goal with great determination.
Whereas the feeling of negativity drags the individual confidence level down and makes them passive. The people
with this quality are known as pessimists, who are quite opposite to optimists. Despite of hard work, decisive,
reliable, intelligent and most importantly ambitious. People with optimistic character surely crosses the final phase
of self-fighting for success and achieves their goals. But it is not so easy to be an optimist. One should have
enough guts to accept the situation how bad it may be and sometimes worse and goes out of control. In that
situation if one can stand firm with confidence and think in a positive way, that people were very near to accomplish
their task. Nothing can stop them over negative thinking to reach their goals.
There are many legendary and honorable persons in the world whose lives were entangled but never gave up and
stood as role models for everyone, HELEN KELLER, a lady who was blind and deaf shown courage to achieve her
goals with the support of her family and her teacher ANNE SULLIVAN. She was the first blind-deaf person to get
a bachelor of Arts degree. She was the most influential person for the blind nothing stopped her from achievement
because she believed in optimism, At childhood learning disability was there in ALBERT EINSTEIN who was a
mathematician and physicist. THOMAS ALVA EDISON too have this learning disability same like Einstein. What
would if these happen if these people think that we cannot learn anything and lose hope on future because of their
disability? The two people who changed the history of mathematics and science would not be seen. We may still
live in dark without Edison's ivension. The fire of enthusiasm burned like a dazzling gold flame in their hearts and
never castigated by the other people, even though they failed many times. The hope and confidence by the other
people, even though they failed many times. Th hope and confidence on future, dosen't let them down. Not only
these amazing persons there are many people across the world with physical and mental abilities which may ruin
their lives but with the most powerful object 'optimism' they succeed in their life and stood as an icon for everyone
who's lives were entangled but never lose a chance to prove themselves.
Always have a positive outlook on life.
Never lose hope.
Believe yourself.
Be optimistic. Be unique.
B. Swathi, 15KD1A0422
Let's recycle the PLASTIC Guyz!!
One day ,My teacher told me about article writing in my college for Annual Day magazine. Then I was thinking
what should I write about? staring(looking continuously) at my pen, then I got an idea! Actually what we do after
completion of ink in refill I threw it away which is made of plastic but I cannot afford to fountain pen! So why don't
we recycle this plastic!!
According to a survey around 60% of people use stationary like pens, clickpencils, sharpners, scales, leadboxes...
what not ? But much of them is plastic. So it's good if we keep some Bins/Boxes for collecting all this plastic scrap
like pens..(above mentioned items). After collecting Once in three months the collected material is sent to
factories for recycling purpose. So that as a compliment every kid(guy) would get a free pen in return for their
contribution for a eco-Healthy activity. This is a small start but I hope if we implement this we can give something
in return for our beloved ENVIRONMENT . It's high time dear , Let's start this today itself!!! No other will come
and do something its we have to do for our environment!!
D
VY
A , 17KD1A0537
D.. BHA
BHAVY
VYA
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AMAZING FA
CTS
FACTS
The basic colours to eye are - red , yellow, blue.
The size of human eyes remain constant through
out the life.
Squirrels forget where they hide their nuts.
The no.of dents on a gilf ball are 336.
The longest word in english without vowel is
Rhythm.
Euouae, a musical candence taken from the
vowels is the longest english word spelled without
any consonant.
The term "astronaut" comes from Greek words that
mean "star" & "sailor".
The world's second largest English speaking
country in India.
Humming bird's wings can beat 200 times a
second.
A group of jelly fish is smack.
Corn is grown on every continent except Antartica.
Hearing is the fastest human sense.
A cricket tournament, played as part of the 1900
summer olympics.
India has the largest postal network in the world.
Shampoo was invented in India.
Rabindranath Tagore also wrote the national
anthem for Bangladesh.
Kerala tops the highest liquour consuming state
in India.
Hindi is not the national language of India.
Brazil is named after a tree.
Apple is 25% of air, that is why it floats on water?
The first product to have a barcode was Wrigley's
gum
Cricket bats are made of tree called willow
Honeybees can taste with their feet.
A football is made of 32 leather pieces.
The only part of the body that has no blood supply
is cornea of the eye.
The strongest muscle in the human body is tongue.
The spiral shopes of sunflower seeds follow
fibonacci series.
From 0 to 1000 the letter "A" only appears in
"thousand".
Have you ever noticed that the opposite sides of
a die add up to seven.
Hundered is derived from "hundroth" which
actually means 120.
Zero is not there in roman numbers
--Sushmitha
Sushmitha

QUO
TES
QUOTES
Tree Fruits. Life Memories.
Understanding Each Other, is the greatest pleasure.
Life is always a opportunity.
In the “Autumn of your life”, you will get to know what
LIFE is.
Feeling bad, that you are lack of opportunities?
Well, there is LIFE.
-V
asanth, I CSE B
Vasanth,
QUO
TES
QUOTES
Its better to Trust feelings rather that People.
Conditions in an unconditional Love.
- Raja, 16KD1A05D5
QUO
TES
QUOTES
Ego is the main thing that can destroy a relationship.
For me, love is not between two similar hearts, but
between two different ones.
Being in Love is the greatest blessing we can have.
I promise to stay forever, if you promise me back.
True lovers are those who can stay alive even if their
heats are exchanged.
A true friend is your ture soul-mate.
This is the best part of your own life where you can fill
your memories bag!
-V
asanth K
orada
Vasanth
Korada
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H˚H˚ Á|ü|ü+#·+ nyê«\ì Hê ø√]ø£
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Hê ù|πs »|üe÷\ nyê«\ì Hê ø√]ø£
ø£\àwü+ ˝Ò≈£î+&Ü Áù|eT‘√ ì+&çq ˙ eTqdüTøÏ
H˚H˚ >∑T+&Ó#·|ü⁄Œ&ÉT nyê«\ì Hê ø√]ø£
2. ìqTï #·÷dæq ø£åDeTTq e÷sêqT z •\˝≤
‘Ó*j·T<äT Hê≈£î m+<äT≈£î Hê >∑T+&Ó m–dæ|ü&ÉT‘·T+<√ z n\˝≤ !
˙‘√ ñ+fÒ $X¯«+ n+‘ê n+<ä+>± ˇø£ $+‘·˝≤
Hê Áù|eTqT ˇ|ü⁄Œ≈£î+fÒ J$‘ê+‘·+ ‘√&ÉT ñ+{≤ ˙ ˙&É˝≤ !!
- M.Mohan Sai, 16KD1A04B1,, II- ECE-B
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e÷<ÛäMj·T+

z Hê ˝…+&ç...
#·<äTe⁄\ düs¡dü«‹, Áø°&Ü s¡÷|æDÏ ø£ﬁ¯\ uÛ≤wæDÏ, $C≤„q Á|ü<ä]Ùì.
>∑T&ç ˙y˚ ã&ç ˙y˚
Ä˝À#·q ˙y˚ ÄX¯j·T+ ˙y˚
Á|üj·T‘·ïeT÷ ˙y˚ $»j·TeTT ˙y˚
$<ë´]∆ uÛÑ$‘·≈£î e÷s¡Z+ ˙y˚
e÷ X¯øÏÔ j·TT≈£îÔ\≈£î ì<äs¡Ùq+ ˙y˚
nqTø£åD+ neTà Áù|eTqT ø=dü] ø=dü] #·÷|ædü÷Ô
‘·|ü⁄Œ\qT eTìï+#˚ Hêqïø£åe÷ >∑TD≤ìï >∑Ts¡TÔ≈£î ‘Ódü÷Ôμ
e÷ uÛÑ$wü´‘·TÔ≈£î u≤≥\T y˚düTÔqï z Hê H˚düÔe÷
˙≈£î e+<äHê\T bÕ<ë_Û e+<äHê\T!
‘·*¢<ä+Á&ÉT\ e˝Ò #·÷düT≈£îH˚ >∑Ts¡Te⁄*ï
Á|ür $wüj·T+˝À e÷≈£î n+&É>± ì+#·TH˚ ìsê«Vü≤ø£s¡Ô\ì
n+q+<ä+ ‘√ bÕ≥T ÄbÕ´j·T‘· |ü+#Ó ùdïVæ≤‘·T*ï
Çe˙ï nø£ÿs¡≈£î #˚]Ãq ˙≈£î
@$T∫Ã ãTTD+ rs¡TÃø=qT !
bÕ¬s ˙s¡T qT+&ç M#˚ >±* es¡≈£î
á Á|ü|ü+#·+ ˝À @~ Ä–b˛≈£L&É<äì \ø£å´ ìπs∆X¯+ #˚kÕyé
e÷ \øå±´ìøÏ u≤≥\T |ü]#êyé
m\¢|ü⁄Œ&É÷ #·+Á<äTì e˝Ò ø±+‘·T\T yÓ<ä»˝≤¢\ì
Ä #·\¢ì ø±+‹ ˝À q\T>∑Ts¡÷ Vü‰sT÷>∑ ñ+&Ü\ì
ø√s¡Tø=H˚ z H˚düÔe÷ !! ˙≈£î e+<äHê\T !!
ñqï‘· •Ksê\≈£î #˚sêÃ\H˚ ˙ ‘·|üq
<ëì ø√dü+ ªª|ü~ dü+e‘·‡sê\T>±μμ n\Tô|s¡>∑ì ˙ b˛sê≥+
H˚qT #·<äTe⁄H˚ ø±<äT dü+kÕÿs¡+ düVæ≤‘·+ n\es¡TkÕÔqì
Ä&É _&É¶\øÏ ô|ò$THê $+>¥ ô|{Ïº
ùde uÛ≤e+‘√ mHémdtmdt ì q&ÉT|ü⁄‘·÷
mq˝Òì dü÷Œ¤]Ô ì ì+|æq
z H˚düÔe÷ !! ˙≈£î e+<äHê\T !!
nqTsê>±ìï ÄbÕ´j·T‘·qT |ü+∫q ˙≈£î
˙ ø£\\T ÄX¯j·÷\T HÓs¡y˚sê\ì
eTs¡D+ ˝Òì eTs¡|ü⁄sêì
˙ ÄX¯j·÷\˝À y˚TeTT ˇø£ uÛ≤>∑+ ø±yê\ì
˝…+&ç n+fÒ eT+&˚ n–ï>√ﬁ¯eTì
Ä n–ïø£D≤\T n+<ä]ì ‘êø±\ì
m|ü⁄Œ&ÉT HÓ+ãsY eHé >∑ ì\yê\ì
<ä &ÛÉ+>∑, ã\+>± ø√s¡T≈£î+≥Tqï

- Gorle Madhavi

#˚<ä |ü{Ïºq dü+düèÿ‹øÏ
#˚s¡Tee«ì Á|ü>∑‹øÏ
eTãT“M&Éì á »>∑‹øÏ
@\T‘·Tqï Ä ≈£î\|ü‹øÏ
ø£qì C≤‹øÏ ø£s¡àyê]øÏ, ø£\eTT #˚‹øÏ ≈£î\eTT yÓ’|ü⁄øÏ
$+‘· yÓ’K] #˚‘· e÷≥øÏ, ‘ês¡Te÷s¡e⁄‘·Tqï ø£<∏ä\øÏ
Ç<˚ düeTs¡+, ‘·s¡‘·sê\≈£î ø£\es¡+ˆˆ
|ü<ä$ e⁄+<äì |ü˝…¢yê&çì, |ü\T>∑T |üfÒº˝≤ ≈£îÁs¡yê&çì
#·<äTe⁄ dü+<Ûä´\T #˚j·T˙j·Tø£, |ü≥ºDeTT\≈£î @>∑˙j·Tø£
|üqT\T ø£qT˝…’ #˚dæ yêìøÏ, m<ä>∑˙j·Tì eT÷s¡âC≤‹øÏ
Ç<˚ ‹s¡T>∑Tu≤≥T, dü]~<˚›˝≤ bıs¡bÕ≥Tˆˆ
|ü≥º˝Òì, |ü≥ºsêì ñ<˚«>∑|ü⁄ C≤«\˝À¢
j·TTe‘·sêìï bÕ&ÉT#˚ôd ms¡T|ü⁄ s¡+>∑T #Ûêj·T˝À¢
ø£s¡eTT ø£s¡eTT ø£\dæ neìì
ø£*dæø£≥Tº>∑ e÷]Ã uÛÑ$‘·ì
eTìwæ eTqdüTqT ‘·{Ïº˝Ò|ü⁄<ë+
e÷s¡TŒø√dü+ á |æ\T|ü⁄ ø√s¡T<ë+.

- Ch V
amsi
Vamsi

ø£ìŒ+#˚ <˚e‘· neTà
ø£ìŒ+#˚ <Ó’e+ neTà
düèwæ˜øÏ Á|ü‹s¡÷|ü+ neTà
‘·q ÁbÕD≤ìï n&ÉT¶ô|{Ïº eTq≈£î ÁbÕD+ b˛ùd~ neTà
_&É¶ Ä\q bÕ\q #·÷ùd~ neTà
C≤_*ì #·÷|ædüTÔ >√s¡TeTT<ä›\T ‹ì|æ+#˚~ neTà
eTq ãT&ç ãT&ç n&ÉT>∑T\ì #·÷dæ dü+‘√wæ+#˚~ neTà
_&É¶ Äø£*H˚ ‘·q Äø£*>± qyÓTà~ neTà
_&É¶ u≤<ÛäH˚ ‘·q u≤<Ûä>± #·÷ùd~ neTà
_&É¶ dü+‘√wü+˝ÀH˚ ‘·q dü+‘√cÕìï yÓ‘·T≈£îÿH˚~ neTà
ÁãVü≤à, $wüßí, eTùV≤X¯«s¡T\T ôd’‘·+ Äsê≥|ü&˚~ neTà ÄbÕ´j·T‘·,
nqTsê>∑+ ø√dü+.
neTà ù|>∑T‘√ ã+<Ûä+ yÓTT<ä\T
neTà! nqï |æ\T|ü⁄‘√ e÷≥\T yÓTT<ä\T
neTà ‘√H˚ Ä≥\T yÓTT<ä\T
neTà ‘√H˚ bÕ≥\T yÓTT<ä\T
∫e]øÏ
n ` neTà nqï nø£ås¡+‘√H˚ Hê #·<äTe⁄ yÓTT<ä\T
ˇø£ÿ e÷≥˝À neTà ‘√H˚ Hê J$‘·+ yÓTT<ä\T.

--V
Vamsi Satya, IV CSE A
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1. Hê Vü≤ <äj·T+ #˚sTT C≤]+~ ìqTï #·÷kÕø£....
Hê eTqdüT‡ eT÷>∑uÀsTT+~ ˙ <ä] #˚sêø£....
Hê n<Ûäs¡+ n~]+~ ˙ ù|s¡T $Hêïø£....
eT¬sH√ï eT<ÛäTs¡yÓTÆq ø£åD≤\ ø√dü+ m<äTs¡T#·÷düTÔ+{≤...
˙ø√dü+...˙ Áù|eTø√dü+....
2. Hê˝À ÁbÕD+ ˙¬ø’ m>∑dæ....
qTe«+fÒ Çwüº+ nì #ÓbÕŒ\qT≈£îqï ìqTï |æ*∫....
Äq+~düTÔHê Á|ü‹ ø£åD+ ìqTï ‘·\∫....
ø£&É<ëø± ñ+&Ü\ì ñ+~ ˙‘√ ø£\dæ....
3. nqedüs¡+>± e∫Ã+~ á y˚dü$ ø±\+....
‘Ó*j·T&É+ ˝Ò<äT @~ Ä~yês¡+...@~ k˛eTyês¡+....
ô|’>± eTq eT<Ûä´ ô|+∫+~ <ä÷s¡+....
ne«&É+ ˝Ò<äT ìqTï ø£\e&É+....
ˇø£ dü+Á<ä+˝≤ e÷s¡T‘·T+~ eTq eT<Ûä´ á <ä÷s¡+....
m+‘· ø£wüºyÓTÆq düπs #˚s¡T‘ê qTe⁄«q rs¡+....
4. n|ü⁄Œ&É|ü⁄Œ&ÉT eTq+ ø=≥Tº≈£î+{≤+....‹≥Tº≈£î+{≤+....
eT*¢ m˝≤ ◊Hê ø£*ùd ñ+{≤+....
m˝≤+{Ï |ü]düTú‘·T˝ÀHÓ’Hê #˚kÕÔ+ düVü‰j·T+....
yÓqø±&É+ #˚j·T&Üì¬ø’Hê düVü‰j·T+....
m+<äTø£+fÒ eTq*ï ø£*|æ+~ n+<äyÓTÆq ã+<Ûä+....
<ëì ù|πs ùdïVü≤+....
` õ.¬ø.
LENDI
eaching Novelty
Known for Talented TTeaching
Triumphant in Technological instructive Excellency
aculty
Famous for Magnificent Magnanimous FFaculty
Prominent in Distinctive Academic Dignity
actory
Established as Up - graded knowledge FFactory
Praised as Centre for Innovation Study
Keeps telling Unique progress story
Creates always Splendid success History
riendly
Stand as Trendy Student FFriendly
Accredited as Right place for Victory
Prevailed as Pupil's ultimate career Destiny
Destiny..
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1. z ì+&ÉT #·+Á<äe÷
bÕ\sê‹ •\Œe÷
Á|üø±•kÕÔe⁄ bÂs¡í$T˝≤
n<äèwü´eTe⁄‘êe⁄ ne÷yêdü´˝≤
˙ #·\¢ì qe⁄«\ }j·T\‘√
}j·T\\÷>∑T‘·÷
Hê eTqdüTbÕ&˚ eTÚqsê>∑+ ˙πø n+øÏ‘·+!!
2. ˙yÓes√ ‘Ó*j·T≈£î+&Ü |ü]#·j·TyÓTÆj·÷´e⁄
ùdïVü≤+ n+≥÷ #˚s¡TyÓ’j·÷e⁄
Áù|eT n+≥÷ #Ó+‘· #˚sêe⁄
Hê>∑T+π> nH˚ >√|ü⁄s¡+‘√
Áù|eT nH˚ |ü+»s¡+ ø£{Ïº
Hêπø ‘Ó*j·T≈£î+&Ü <ä÷s¡yÓTÆj·÷´e⁄!!!
qqTï Ç+‘·˝≤ e÷πsÃdæHê eT<ÛäTs¡uÛ≤e+ ˙y˚Hê
ìqï+{≤Hê Hê #·÷|ü⁄πø eT~Û˝À s¡÷|ü+ ˙y˚Hê
mes¡ì n&É>±˝≤ m+<äTs¡T>± ì\yê˝≤
ø£qT\πø ø£\ ˙y˚ Hê ø£\\πø ø£\ ˙y˚
∫s¡T>±* ‘êπø }düT\˙ï #Ó+‘·#˚s¡>±...!!!!
-K
.Sai Mohitha, II ECE - B, 16KD1A0485
K.Sai

1. ø£\eTT ÁøÏj·Tø±>±˝Òì~
ø£\eTT ø£qø£eTT ø±>±˝Òì~
ø£\eTT ø£\\T ø±>±˝Òì~
ø£\eTT ø£$‘· ø±>±˝Òì~
ø±πs<ë ø£\eTT <˚X¯|ü⁄ ø£s¡eTT..!
2. eTqdüe«˙ >∑eTT´˙ï
#·Ts¡Tee«˙ á #Ó*$Tì
>∑eT´+ô|’ eTqdüT‡ ô|{Ïº
#Ó*$T>± uÛ≤$+∫ #˚s¡Teø±ì...!!
3. ˝Àø£+ b˛ø£&É\≈£î #·*+∫q
eTqdüT‡ |ü*øÏq~
˙{Ï˝À ñqï~ H√{Ï˝À |ü&çq≥Tº>±
H√{Ï˝À ñqï~ #Ó$˝À |ü&çq≥Tº>±
#Ó$˝À ñqï~ eTqdüT˝À |ü&çq≥Tº>±
eTqdüT˝À¢ ñqï~ ø£+{Ï #·eTà>± e÷s¡T‘·Tqï~
- K Tharangini, II ECE B
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THE BEST OF FRINDS
The Best of Friends
Can Change a Frown,
Into a Smile, When You Feel Down.
The Best of Friends,
Will Understand,
Your Little Trails,
And Lend a Hand
The Best of Friends,
Will always share,
Your Secret Dreams,
Because they Care
The Best of Friends,
Worth more than Gold,
Give all the Love
A Heart can Hold
DESCRIPTION OF MY BEST FRIEND
"You are the salt of my Coffee,
Fork of my Soup,
Jam to my Pizza,
Sauce to my Ice- Cream.
-15KD1A0294( III EEE)

#˚<ä |ü{Ïºq dü+düèÿ‹øÏ
#˚s¡Tee«ì Á|ü>∑‹øÏ
eTãT“M&Éì á »>∑‹øÏ
@\T‘·Tqï Ä ≈£î\|ü‹øÏ
ø£qì C≤‹øÏ ø£s¡àyê]øÏ, ø£\eTT #˚‹øÏ ≈£î\eTT yÓ’|ü⁄øÏ
$+‘· yÓ’K] #˚‘·, e÷≥øÏ, ‘ês¡Te÷s¡e⁄‘·Tqï ø£<∏ä\øÏ
Ç<˚ düeTs¡+, ‘·s¡‘·sê\≈£î ø£\es¡+.!!
|ü<ä$ e⁄+<äì |ü˝…¢yê&çq, |ü\T>∑T |üfÒº˝≤ ≈£îÁs¡yê&çì
#·<äTe⁄ dü+<Ûä´\T #˚j·T˙j·Tø£, |ü≥ºDeTT\≈£î @>∑˙j·Tø£
|üqT\Tø£qT˝…’ #˚dæ yêìøÏ, m<ä>∑˙j·Tì eT÷s¡âC≤‹øÏ
Ç<˚ ‹s¡T>∑Tu≤≥T, dü]~<˚›˝≤ b˛s¡bÕ≥T.!!!
|ü≥º˝Òì, |ü≥ºsêì ñ<˚«>∑|ü⁄ C≤«\˝À¢
j·TTe‘·sêìï bÕ&ÉT#˚ôd ms¡T|ü⁄ s¡+>∑T #Ûêj·T˝À¢
ø£s¡eTT ø£s¡eTT ø£\dæ neìì
ø£*dæø£≥Tº>∑ e÷]Ã uÛ≤$‘·ì
eTìwæ eTqdüTqT ‘·{Ïº˝Ò|ü⁄<ë+
e÷s¡TŒø√dü+ á |æ\T|ü⁄ ø√s¡T<ë+.!!!!
dæ.ôV≤#Y. e+o

Dare to be
When a new day begin, dare to smile gratefully
When there is darkness, dare to be the first to shine a light
When there is injustice, dare to be the first to condemn it
When something seems difficult, Dare to do it anyway
When life seems to beat you down, dare to fight back
When there seems to be no hope dare to find some
When you are feeling tired, dare to keep going
When times are tough dare to be tougher
When love hurts you, dare to love again
When some one is hurting , dare to help them heal
When another is lost , dare to help them find the way
When a friend falls , dare to be the first to extend a hand
When you cross paths with another , dare to make them
smile
When you feel great , dare to help someone else feel
great too
When the day has ended , dare to feMel as you have
done your best
Dare to be the best you can….
At all times , Dare To Be………
- Srivanivajjhala, 1 ECE c
DEAR MOM AND D
AD
DAD
Dear Mom and Dad,
There are not Enough Words to describe how thankful I
am to both of you. I Know I don't show how grateful I am
enough, but I really am,
Mom and Dad, I grew up cocooned in your Love,
comforted by your hugs and motivated by your Lungs
and motivated by your Lives and I wouldn't have it any
other way,
Success is in my Stride, because I have parents like you
by my side. I must have won a Lottery, when God was
assigning my family. Otherwise I wouldn't have got,
parents who have never fought.
I kicked mom when I was inside her tummy. I peed on
my dad when he held me in his arms. And still, You Love
me like crazy. Hence, thanks for everything.
When the world closed its doors on me, you both opened
your arms for me, when people shut their ears for me,
you both opened your hearts for me. Mom and Dad,
thanks for always being for me.
Life becomes a Cakewalk when guided by parents like
you so SWEET. Thank You
-15KD1A0294 III EEE B
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FEELINGS
Just as a wave is lifted by the shore,
Then breaks across the slowly rising sand.
So as I watch you weep my feeling pour,
Across the wash of what I understand.
I wish I could just take you in my arms,
And all your pain could melt into my chest.
And all the violence of passing storms,
Could pass through me and finally come to rest.
No words can set things right or presence lend,
A miracle to light your darkened way,
But, there is solace is a loving friend
And comfort in what I don't have to say.
Whatever circumstances you cannot bear,
Just turn to me, and you will find me there.
-15KD1A0294, III - EEE - B

DREAM
Oh ! friend see the colourfull world with the coloured eyes,
Nobody on earth can escape from the hurdles of life,
So wake up, run and run and run,

What is should not be called....?
If her love disappears on children,
Don't call her as a Mother.
If he sell's his daughter,
Don't call him as a father.
If a person doesn't respect other,
Don't call him as a human.
If a feeling disappears,
Don't call it as a love.
If there is no interest of doing work,
Don't call it as a passion.
If a person commits a mistake,
Yet he could be called as a human.
Because mistakes are made by humans not by robots.
There always exists a second chance in both Love and Life
-K
K.. SAI MOHITHA
MOHITHA,, II - ECE- B, 16KD1A0485
LOVE Y
OURSELF
YOURSELF
All the teens hear aloud and aloud,
Obligations are imminent wake and awake,
Hear aloud and hear prudent,
Ponder a lot and ponder a big.
Conjecture quick and work stiff,
Grasp the good and vacate bad,
Know yourself be yourself,
Arise and awake like a sun.
Know the change, be the change,
Lift up the thought of change,
Cross the snag catch the grail,
Love yourself like yourself.
- Prudhvi Naidu Muyida

Turn and turn and turn for your goal,
Knowledge lets you know about new things,
Wisdom teaches you to gain the new things,
People around us laugh at us,
Because they don't know how to make your things,
Your are not the one who born among crores,
You should be the one who born to be one among crores,
Oh !friend come on wakeup run for the sprinting world,
So friend I have a dream to be one among crores, don't you?
- MENDI MANOJ K
UMAR, 17KD1A0254, EEE''B''.
KUMAR,

WE ARE UNIQUE…
Our college may be one among
6,214 engineering colleges….
We may be in one of the districts
Among 707 districts in INDIA…
We may be just 2000 among
2.9 million Engineers …
Our faculty may be just 142 among
50 lakh teachers…
We may be just in a place in
Countryside …
But we are UNIQUE….
We are LENDIANS….
… The future technocrats creating special history…..
-SREE VIDHY
A , 16KD1A0427, 2 ECE-A
VIDHYA
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Laugh, even when you feel too sick or too worn out
or tired
Smile, even when you are trying not to cry and the
tears are blurring your vision
Sing, even when people stare at you and tell you
your voice is crappy
Trust, even when your heart begs you not to
Twirl, even when your mind makes no sense of what
you see
Frolick, even when you are made fun of
Kiss, even when others are watching
Sleep, even when you are afraid of what the dreams
might bring
Run, even when it feels like you can't run any more
And always, remember, even when the memories
pinch your heart
Because the pain of all your experience is what
makes you the person you are now
And without your experience ….. you are an empty
page, a blank notebook, a missing lyric
What makes you brave is your willingness to live
through your terrible life and hold your head up
high the next day.
So don't live life in fear.. because you are the
stronger now, after all the crap has happened ,
than you ever were back before it started…
- Srivanivajjhala
Srivanivajjhala, 1-ECE/C
PARENTS ARE THE BEST TEA
CHER
TEACHER
♦ Parents are the first and the best teachers in the world
♦ The behaviour of the child is totally depends on the
pariential behaviour
♦ The parents role is more than 50% for the success of
the child.
♦ If child makes the mistake it was not his/her mistake.
It was his.her parents mistake
♦ Parents are the best motivators and supporters for
the success of the child
♦ Parents sacrifice everything for the sake of their child
future
♦

The love of the parents on a child is incomparable
and true love.
M.Y
aswanth, III EEE-B, 15KD1A0271
-M.Y
M.Yaswanth,

1. #·T≥Tº ñqï á Á|ü|ü+#êìï #·÷ùd ˙ ø£ﬁ¯ﬂøÏ
H˚H˚ Á|ü|ü+#·+ nyê«\ì Hê ø√]ø£
eTT<äT› eTT<äT›>± e÷{≤¢&˚ ˙ ô|<äe⁄\ø°
˙ ù|πs »|üüe÷\ nyê«\ì Hê ø√]ø£
ø£\àwü+ ˝Ò≈£î+&Ü Áù|eT‘√ ì+&çq ˙ eTqdüTøÏ
H˚H˚ >∑T+&Ó#·|ü⁄Œ&ÉT nyê«\ì Hê ø√]ø£.!!
2. ìqTï #·÷dæq ø£åDeTTq e÷sêqT z •\˝≤
‘Ó*j·T<äT Hê≈£î m+<äT≈£î Hê >∑T+&Ó m–dæ|ü&ÉT‘·T+<√
z n\˝≤!
˙‘√ ñ+fÒ $X¯«+ n+‘ê n+<ä+>± ˇø£ $+‘·˝≤
Hê Áù|eTqT ˇ|ü⁄Œ≈£î+fÒ J$‘ê+‘·+ ‘√&ÉT ñ+{≤
˙˙&É˝≤.!!

- M. MOHAN SAI, II ECE - B, 16KD1A04B1

Hêqï
neTà Je+ b˛ùdÔ
~$ qT+&ç uÛÑT$øÏ e∫Ãq <˚e⁄ì s¡÷|ü+ Hêqï
‘·q uÛÑT»+ ô|’ møÏÿ+#·Tø=ì ˝§ø±ìï #·÷|ædü÷Ô
ãT&ç ãT&ç n&ÉT>∑T\T H˚]Œ+#˚ e´øÏÔ Hêqï
‘·Ts¡TŒ≈£î, e÷s¡TŒ≈£î e÷s¡Z<äs¡Ùø£+ Hêqï
˙‹øÏ, ìC≤sTTrøÏ ì<äs¡àq+ Hêqï
J$‘· bÕsƒê\T H˚πsŒ Hê yÓTT<ä{Ï >∑Ts¡Te⁄ Hêqï
Hê ñqï‘·øÏ k˛bÕHê\T y˚ùd~ Hêqï
Hê dü+‘√wüy˚T ‘·q dü+‘√wü+>± uÛ≤$+#˚ e´øÏÔ Hêqï
Ä|ü<ä˝À Ädüsê>± ì*#˚ ‘=* ùddüÔ+ Hêqï
ì ÄX¯\ Äj·TTe⁄˝À, }Vü≤\≈£î }|æ] ì+ù|~ Hêqï
Hê ø£\\ kÕø±sêìøÏ ÁbÕø±sê\qT ì+ù|~ Hêqï
ø=y=«‹Ô ‘êHÓ’ ø£s¡T>∑T‘·÷ Hê J$‘êìøÏ yÓ\T>∑Tì#˚Ã B|ü+
Hêqï
n˝≤ m|ü⁄Œ&É÷ Hê‘√&ÉT>± ñ+&˚ Hêqï n+fÒ Hê≈£î Çwüº+
Ä ‘√&ÉT≈£î n+&É>± ñ+&˚ neTà n+fÒ Hê≈£î Çwüº+
yêﬁ¯ﬂ Áù|eTqT HêøÏ#˚Ã Ä <Ó’e+ n+fÒ Hê≈£î Çwüº+
- M Sai Kiran,
Kiran,1st year EEE B, 17KD1A0256
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NPTEL
(NATIONAL PROGRAMME ON TECHNOLOGY ENHANCED LEARNING)

Staff Achievements

Mr
Mr.. G
G.. Sateesh

NPTEl (GOLD Certificate)
SubJect: R PProgramming
rogramming

Mr
eja
Mr.. G
G.. Ravi TTeja

NPTEl (GOLD Certificate )
SubJect: Python PProgramming
rogramming

Mr
.V
Mr.. K
K.V
.V.. Narasimham (Mentor)
NPTEl (GOLD Certificate
Mathematical Methods and its Applications
NPTEl (GOLDCertificate)
Introduction to R Software

Dr
Dr.. P. Durga Sailaja

Introduction to R Software
NPTEl (GOLDCertificate)

NPTEL CERTIFICA
TE COURSE Academic Y
ear: 2017 - 18
CERTIFICATE
Year:
Name of the FFaculty
aculty
Y Yamini Devi
V Swetha
V Swetha
Y Yamini Devi
D Naresh kumar
M Sujatha
N Rajasekhar
B Hemanth Nag
A.Janardhana

Name of the Certificate Course
Hardware modelling using Verilog
Hardware modelling using Verilog
Basic electrical Circuits
Basic electrical Circuits
Microwave Integrated Circuits
Microwave Integrated Circuits
Microwave Integrated Circuits
Introduction to Modern Application Development
Networks &Systems

Conducted the Course
IIT, Kharagpur
IIT, Kharagpur
IIT, Madras
IIT, Madras
IIT, Bombay
IIT, Bombay
IIT, Bombay
IIT, Madras
IIT, Madras

Marks/Grade
69%
69%
61%
57%
64%
55%
62%
69%
60%

NPTEL CERTIFICA
TE COURSE Academic Y
ear: 2017 - 18 (S&H)
CERTIFICATE
Year:
Name of the FFaculty
aculty
Mr.K.V.Narasimham (Mentor)
Mr.K.V.Narasimham
Dr.P.Durga Sailaja
Dr.P.Durga Sailaja
Dr.K.Ramesh
Mr.G.Srinivasarao
Ms.M.Madhuri
Mr.R.Bullibabu
Dr.Hari babu Thammineni
Dr.Hari babu Thammineni
Ms.Jyothi Katari
Ms.Roja.Y
Mr.Vinay Kumar Baktula (Mentor)
Ms.T.V.Sravanthi
Mr.Vinay Kumar Baktula
Mr.R.Venkateswara Rao
Dr.JVSK Vasantha Kalyani

Name of the Certificate Course
Mathematical Methods and its Applications
Introduction to R Software
Introduction to R Software
Mathematical Methods and its Applications
Probability & Statistics
Mathematical Methods and its Applications
Mathematical Methods and its Applications
Mathematical Methods and its Applications
Speaking Effectively
English Language for Competitive Exams
Enhancing Soft Skills and Personality
Enhancing Soft Skills and Personality
Enhancing Soft Skills and Personality
Enhancing Soft Skills and Personality
Emotional intelligence
Outcome based pedagogic principles for effective teaching
Waste to energy convention

Conducted the Course
IIT,Roorkee
IIT,Kanpur
IIT,Kanpur
IIT,Roorkee
IIT,Kanpur
IIT,Roorkee
IIT,Roorkee
IIT,Roorkee
IIT,Kanpur
IIT, Madras
IIT,Kanpur

IIT KHARGPUR
IIT KHARGPUR
IIT ROORKEE

Marks/Grade
95% (Gold)
91% (Gold)
92% (Gold)
85%
76%
76%
78%
69%
71%
78%
67%
82%
64%
74%
58%
72%
67%
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OUR ALUMNI SPEAKS
Life may change, the designation may change, the location may change but I love being your favourite
student. I was a nobody when I first arrived at this college. My 4-year b.tech life in this college made that
nobody to become a somebody and introduced me to the world. It has been exactly one year from the
moment that I stepped into this real world.The best thing that I learnt from my college is "Success isn't just
about what you accomplish in your life it's what you inspire others to do". Provided the best than any other
college can, with great support this college helped me in getting a great opportunity to be a part of
INFOSYS. within two months got selected to "EdgeVerve" to be precise one among 1000's. This is more
than what one can expect and what one can get.
Right now being a Product Engineer under Research and Development as my career stream in EdgeVerve.
I am proud to say that I am from lendi.
Dileep K
umar
Kumar
umar,, Product Engineer, EdgeVerve Systems Limited.
As a kid, many people get asked different variations of the same question: "What has been your best experience?"
And even at that age, there are many joyful moments to consider - birthday parties, trips to the local amusement
park and bicycle-riding lessons. But often, it is not until the adult life that you go through many of your most
valuable events. Personally, though, I consider my time in college as my most valuable experience.
First, my experience in college has given me a chance to sharpen my skills in my field of choice. For example, the
Labs at my college has taught me the practical way and rules that I was unaware even existed, and would still be
unaware of had it not been a part of my experience. Because of this, I realized I still had a lot to learn despite what
I thought; but this allows me to improve my skills more as I continue to attend college and also gives me more
confidence in my area. With the help of my fellow mates and faculty support, I've been to OSI Technologies Visual
Designing/ UI-UX Developer for One year. Thought that being an Electrical Engineer I can't survive in that field
though it's my passion and Finally, I've been here as a Master's Student Currently pursuing my Master's Degree in
Electrical Embedded Systems at Technische Universität Chemnitz (TUC), Germany. Wherever I go, my aim is to
leave my mark over there, I got this Confidence with my Leadership skills in NSS (National Service Scheme).
Finally, I thank my Management for giving the best in class infrastructure on diving me to the practical world and
special thanks, Head of Department - Dr Y. Narendra Kumar for moulding me into a better shape to see the other
shade of blue. Thanks a ton.
Surya K
annan PPeesapati
eesapati
Kannan
eesapati, Master's Student, Technische Universität Chemnitz.
Always stick to the ground; it'll create new ideas about how to fly. Always stick to people, it'll give you new
energy to achieve success and cherish your passion. Always stick to the faculty, they will give their immense
support and serve their experience in a bowl full of plate. Always stick to College, it will give you whatever you
Aspire and Desire.
Harish Buddepu, 2015 Pass out from IT, Software Engineer @ HCL Technologies, NOIDA
Hi all, for me studying at LENDI turned out to be an immense treasure of experience and knowledge. As they
say, college days are the best part of life, my experience with this college holds it so true. Here I met people
from all walks of life and these people taught me something which is beyond the scope of any book ever
written. It was a journey which has enhanced my personality and groomed me at many phases. I want to
express my heartfelt thanks to LENDI which gave me the opportunity to explore myself and to raise my level of
confidence. I am really grateful to my teachers who have changed my whole aspect towards learning. I wish
you and everyone who joins LENDI has a great and successful college life and career.
D.Raghunadh
.Raghunadh, 2017 Pass out from ECE, Junior consultant @ INVENIO BUSINESS SOLUTIONS,
Hyderabad
Education is the ability to listen to almost anything without losing your self-confidence. And think positive there
is a miracle in your hands.
P. Swapna
Swapna,, 2017 Pass out from CSE, Software Developer at IVIN Strategies, Vizag
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It is the place where we gained a lot of knowledge, good communication skills and learnt ability to sustain
in groups. Here everyone is exposed to all activities to nurture ourselves easily in the real world. I always
feel proud to be a Lendian.
Lakshmi PPriyanka
riyanka Maruvada,
Maruvada 2013 Pass out from IT, System Engineer @ IBM India Pvt Ltd, Hyderabad
Hi buddies, this is Vijayashree, a 14 pass out and I'm proud to tell that I'm from Dhruva (ECE) wing. I have built
my dreams to work in communications after completing my bachelor's in communications but destiny wants
me to communicate with future technologies i.e. Automation. Yes, I m a Robotics Process Automation Lead
Developer now and automating a Denmark based Telecommunications company's dealings. Thanks to each
and every teacher of mine who has taught how to adapt with the new things to achieve great future path.
Vijayasree R
R,, 2014 Pass out from ECE, Application development Analyst @ Accenture solutions Pvt Ltd, Chennai.
Hi all, this is Justin Jagannadh, a 2014 Pass out from IT. I am currently working as a technology analyst at
Infosys. I am happy to share a few lines about our college. It builds a platform to many who came from the
bottom of their education. I can call Lendi as an enterprise but not a institution why because it gave many to me
- confidence, support, education, cultural, infrastructure, nature. I am happy to call it a place of learning with an ever
passionate way that is practiced in Indian Gurukulams those Days, an institute where you can learn life. I am feeling
proud and lucky for studying here and I am always ready to do anything for my college 24*7. Thanks a Lot.
Justin Jagannadh
Jagannadh, 2014 Pass out from IT, Technology Analyst @ Infosys, Hyderabad
When we tackle obstacles, we find hidden reserves of courage and resilience we did not know we had. And it
is only when we are faced with failure do we realise that these resources were always there within us. We only
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need to find them and move on with our lives. - Dr
Dr.. APJ Abdul K
Kalam
The highest education is that which does not merely give us information but makes our life in harmony with all
agore
existence. - Rabindranath TTagore
If you think that you are bound, you remain bound; you make your own bondage. If you know that you are
free, you are free this moment. This is knowledge, knowledge of freedom. Freedom is the goal of all nature.
- Swami Vivekananda
Raju Boddepalli
Boddepalli,, 2012 Pass out from CSE, Software Engineer, Synaptics Incorporations, Hyderabad.
It's a great honor for me to be a part of lendi family to learn, excel and put into practice. The college has given
me the guidance to follow the right path in my career by providing me with excellent leadership qualities,
communication and technical skills. Last year I found myself as a student of lendi in ECE department, now I am
an employee of Invenio business solutions as a junior consultant in Hyderabad. I Suggest each and every
student should utilize our campus training and be placed in the college.
Varshini
arshini,, 2017 Pass out from ECE, Software Analyst @ Invenio Business Solutions, Hyderabad

Setting goals is the first step in turning the invisible into the visible"
L. PPranisha
ranisha
ranisha, 2017 pass out from CSE.

Motivational speaker and trainer Lendi's Faculty not only teaches theoretically but also gives us an unique learning experience
with well organized Labs to try the things out which we learned and the main part of the Lendi is its English Communications
Lab which pulls you out of your shell and makes you deliver the best by training in the weak areas. "If you are not able to convey
what you learn then you are losing the battle without even fighting".
Y. Y
ogendra Ravi K
umar
umar,, 2013 Pass out from ECE, Senior security consultant with IBM, Hyderabad
Yogendra
Kumar
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The day I started my journey at Lendi college and the day I ended up, I can check for myself on how I
transformed from an average middle class student to a CEO of a company. For every Building personality,
foundation plays a crucial role and that foundation, I got from here.
M.Srinivas
M.Srinivas,, 2014 pass out from ECE, CEO Jaya Suits, Hyderabad.

These are the few things I have learned in the past few years. Hope this helps.
1. Always question - "WHY am I doing this" when you are doing something. This gives a good clarity to your
life. Follow "Simon Sinek" on YouTube, he is an expert in this area.
2. Be very cautious from whom you are seeking advice. Advice from the right people can take you to greater
heights and I think you got what I am trying to say. #If you wanted to be successful get advice from
successful people.
3. Be an expert in managing money and earning money. Believe it or not, you are going to spend your
whole life with these two things. #Better_start_early
4. If you want to be good at something, do it every day. How are you very fluent at speaking your regional
language? #Food_for_thought
5. Finally most important one: Law of 33%. Spend a third of your time with people you can mentor, a third
with those on your level, and a third with people who can mentor you. Follow "Tai Lopez" to know more
about this law.
T. Santhosh, 2014 Passout from ECE, Hardware Engineer @ Abbott, California, USA
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